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MALICIOUS GOSSIP
A week into spring and already any Northern 
Hemisphere band w ith two brain cells to  rub 
together is gearing up for the ir down-under holiday 
in the sun. Now that the Brits have done the ir dash 
(WreckiessEric,TheCure, The Vapors, and nowXTC 
and Magazine) the Yanks are about to get on the 
bandwagon. Up and coming Pacific-trotters include 
The Romantics ("W hat I Like About You" has stiffed 
everywhere but Oz) The Motels (d itto  for "Total 
Control"), Hall and Oates, The Cars and last, 
everyone’s favourite rock dad Jackson Browne. And 
jeez, he’s even marrying an Aussie sheila before he 
comes over. No need to take it that far, Jacko, I’m 
sure Mal’ ll let ya in on your cwn. He’d have the Rock 
Agiinst Two Parent Families Action Group picketing 
the Lodge before you could say Andy Partridge, if he 
did.
And talking of young (you’ve gotta be joking—Ed.) 
Andy, he also has brought his wife along for an an­
tipodean holiday. All right for some innit (sniff.).XTC 
actually left fo r Australia from Madrid a t the 
completion of a Western Coast of Europe tour, taking 
in Holland, Belgium, France and Spain. As a result 
thQT were unaware at how close Australia had come 
to k it t l in g  the Poms in the Centenary Test. But as 
drummer Terry Chalmbers said, "Who wants to know 
about cricket when you’re lying around on the beach 
in the South of France?’’ Watch it young Terry, you do 
want to get out of the country in one piece, don’t  you?
Reports filtering through from the general 
direction of Sydney that Iva Davies (that’s him on the 
cover a t the top) was wrestled to the ground by a six 
year old child at the celebration to  mark the com­
pletion of Flowers' debut album "Icehouse". This has 
been an eyewitness report.
Angels fareweelled the country w ith a Hordern 
Pavilion gig on 6th Sept, w ith  Jo Jo Zep in support, 
before setting off on a two month U.S. trek w ith the 
Kinks. Expect Angels drummer Graham Bidstrup 
(renowned 60s afficionado) to return a t Christmas 
bearing locks of Ray Davies hair and autographed 
copy of “ WaterlooSunset". Watch Adrian Miller (who 
did the singles this issue because editor D.R.’s 
turntable had frozen solid on 45 r.p.m.) turn green 
with envy.
Split Enz also split the country, very qujetly this 
time, late last month. They’re oiff to th e ll.S . too, 
where “ True Colours”  leapt into the Bill (Dashboard 
World album chart at No 83, or something equally 
stunnirg. “ I Got You" is bubbling under the British 
top 30 too and the band have been booked for four 
dates in the U.K. later th is month, at Bristol, Leeds, 
Retford and London’s Hammersmith Odeon. Who’d 
have thought when they returned down under that 
t h ^ ’d be going back w ith a single in the charts, eh? 
In’t  it grand eh?
And our other globe trotter, James Freud w ith his
LETTERS
'
>
Dear S ir/M adam ,
I would like to fil l you in on an 
unforgettable night at Melbourne’s Crystal Ballroom.
After waiting in the street fo r three quarters of an 
hour to see the Cure, we were finally allowed into the 
foyer (already toocrowded for comfort). Tried in vain 
to reach the bar for an over-priced drink. Tried in 
vain to reach the loo for an overdue piss —  
CLAUSTROPHOBIA!!
As the crowd was so dense, we had to watch, on 
video the band we had paid to see live —  
BULLSHIT!! We walked out after the firs t song, 
sober and pissed off.
Sure we missed a great band but no sadistic, 
mon^-hungry venue manager is going to exploit me.
I am just one of the many who are disillusioned with 
the presentation of overseas acts. Surely there is a 
law ag iinst this malpractice — if so, why isn’t  it 
enforced?
Must the public put up or shut up? Not th is little  
Strange Creature’.
Yours Sorrowfully,
Kate
Collingwood, Vic.
PS: Please print th is letter as I am speaking on 
behalf of many.
(Any other feelings on the issue of venue-overcrowd-. 
ing? Let us know— Ed.) ______
newly christened Berlin is now in the begnning 
stages of the Gazza Numanoid World Mega Tour 
which w ill be covering every city in the Northern 
Hemisphere between now and Christmas (well, the 
English-speaking ones anyway) before heading east 
to Japan and Australia in the New Year. Meanwhile, 
back 'ome, “ Modern G irl”  has taken off like a rocket 
and looks like being a top ten national h it  Wow! 
Numan has fliched James’ keyboard player, Roger 
Mason, to  play in his band on the tour so poor Roger 
will be playing two sets a night. For how long, he 
wonders da rk ly ...
Latestest word on Bruce Springsteen’s new album. 
Episode 1572 in a continuing series. It’s to be called 
“The River” . It’s a double album and it has 22 tracks. 
Release date? Don't believe anything til you see it in 
the shops. And rumours persist of an up-and-coming 
John Lennon album Lennon has been recording at 
New York’s H it Factory with contributions from Tony 
Levin, Hugh McCracken, and Earl Slick (no. I’ve 
never heard of them either) plus, of course, spouse 
Yoko.
Anyone heard anything about a Beatles reunion 
lately? If you do please let us know. Also we hear that 
the Stones could be reform ing... er, what? They 
never broke up? Hew about that.
Redgum, the most ideologically sound band in the 
land, about to ta int the ir fingers w ith  C.B.S. lolly, 
after a reportedly lucrative recording deal was 
signed last month. Redgum’s second album, bearing 
C.BS. logo rather than the Larrikin one on the ir last 
one, wi|l be out late next month. But don’t  expect 
them on Countdown — it was one of the points 
agreed on before the two parties finished parleying.
People in the know predicting a heavy metal ex­
plosion this summer, around the time of the 
A C /D C  tour. Issomeone going to blow up a uranium 
ship? Geddit? Heavy m e t.. .oh, never mind.
Ears to  the ground also predicting reggae boom 
this summer, led by Adelaide’s young, black and 
proud No Fixed Address who w ill hopefully have a 
sin^e out soon.
Me? I’m going for the psychedelic comeback. Have 
you seen the Reels recently? They’re far out.
Somewhat of a record boom about to happen in 
Adelaide with The Bodgies, The Units and Nuvo Bloc 
all on the verge of getting singles o u t And The 
Dagoes vYho topped the charts (well nearly) on both 
5MMM-FM and 4ZZZ-FM have their new single in the 
can, too.
RememberGii^er Baker ? Useta bang the skins for 
M ilk? Er, no that was Cream, wasn’t  it? Well w ith us 
all here getting into'paroxysms of nostalgia cos it ’s 
ten years to the month since Jim i passed on, I was 
delighted to see that Ginge had joined up with 
Vincent Crane and John de Cann under the name of 
Atomic Rooster, who you may recall having oneCaii 
Palmer (the P in E.L.P.) in the ir original lineup back 
in 1970. And if your memories stretch back a few 
more years you may (bu t probably don’t)  recall that
To ROADRUNNER and L. FRAZER (feed­
back).
Typical; you missed my po in t Flowers aren’t 
new. Flowers are contrived and not the dear-loved 
ragers you’d imagine. I spend as much time on 
Flowers as I would (very rarely) on Frank Zappa, 
both have “ sheer musical brilliance”  but both are 
misgjided. You are naive, a conned consumer and 
typically Australian. My idea of fun is not relevant I 
desire to  “ rage”  at a Flowers performance as much 
as at Jimmy Carter’s political rallies. Being involved 
in anevent is no indication of its value.
There are some Australian bands that I th ink are 
neat — The Models, Essendon A i r p o r t ^ f  Dave 
and Phil duo. Mental As Anything Laughing 
CIcwns...
Movies are good fun too and so is the Harbour 
Bridge and Luna Park and TV and tea and news­
papers and toys and tress.
Kill the dinosaur,
Stephen Ferris 
North Sydney, NSW.
(This correspondence is now dosed— Ed.)
Vincent Crane was the keyboard player w ith the 
Crazy World of A rthur Browne. Ah, the summer of 
’6 7 / ’68, kaftans and incense... Let’s Go To San 
Francisco... Whatever did happen to the Moody 
Blues?
Back to the fu tu re  2X)(, Canberra’s worthy 
progressive music station w ill be holding the ir an­
nual fund raising concert on the 21st September at 
the A.N.U. Union. Aussie Crawl couldn’t  make it  so 
they got Jo Jo Zep and The Falcons, Flowers and 
LaugNngClowns instead. Well, that’s not a BAD bill I 
suppose. Other acts w ill include the Dynamic 
Hepnotics, The Grind, The Naturals and Ginny & 
Dave. All in all, should be a wonderful evening so if
you’re not doing anything on the 21st piss off
Canberra and have a good tim e I may even 
myself. What’s 2,(XX) miles to  see the Laughing 
CIcwns? Chickenteed. Oh yeah, tickets on the door.
News of the Birthday Party from the U.K. T he /ve  
just released their second single over there, "Friend 
Catcher”  w ith two other songs, “ Waving My H a n d s ^ ^  
and a cover of an old Gene Vincent song "C a tm a r^ ^ p  
They’ve done a session for the John Peel Show o r ^ ^  
Radio One (the most ‘respected’ radio show on the 
air) and they’ve signed a distribution deal w ith a 
small company called 4AD (not 5AD). The Boys are 
likely to return sometime before the end of the year 
for some gigs.
Missing Link about to  release a Melbourne ‘pub- 
rock’ compilation featuring Parachute, Secret Police, 
Streetlife, The Sneakers, The Living Legends 
(featuring Missing Link supremo Keith Glass) and 
The High Rise Bombers (who contained Martin 
Armiger, Paul Kelly, John Lloyd of Flowers, and 
Roadrunner’s Keith Shadwick among others). None 
of the bands released records during the ir life tim e^ 
but all the songs were done in 24-track studios, s «  
quality.and sound should be no drawback. ^
And The Crackajacks w ill be releasing a single and 
then an album on Astor next month, after the success 
of the Au-GoGo indie, "Long Blonde Hair” . Still in 
Melbourne, The S w ir^ rs  w ill have their firs t single 
released in this country by Mushroom in the v e i^  
near future. The tracks w ill be “ Counting the Beats’fJ 
and “ One Good Reason” , both produced by David 
Tickle, who squeezed the time between finishing the 
new Split Enz album and a holiday in Cambodia, er 
sorry, Tahiti.
A follow up single from The Dots, "B illy Baxter" 
can also be expected soon, produced by Joe 
Camilleri, again on Mushroom. And ex-Man and 
MachinefrontmanEricGradman, in conjunction with 
Dots guitarist Chris Worrall, is designing the cover 
for the debut Dots album. It’s a small, small world we 
live in.
This issue was designed by Richard Turner and 
Kate Monger as our regular designer and lounge 
lizard extraordinaire, Geoff Gifford, is drumming with 
Redgum on their national tour. See what I mean?
That’s all.
Dear Roadrunner,
I would like  to  thank 
ROADRUNNER and Donald Robertson for the 
fantastic write up you gave NO FIXED ADDRESS 
(Vol. 3, No. 7). The last time they were in Melbourne 
I saw them several times and was very impressed. 
It ’s great to see them getting good reviews and I 
agree w ith Donald Robertson that they represent a 
people speaking out in defiance and w ith pride, and I 
can see them ‘making it ’.
Also I discovered that the ir music is played 
frequently on Melbourne’s community radio 3CR.
Congratulations once again and keep up the good 
work.
T. Dunn 
Parkville, Vic.
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MOSCOW 
Genghis Khan 
WHAT I LIKE ABOUT YOU 
The Romantics 
MAGIC
Oiivia Newton-John
4. FUNKY TOWN 
Lipps Inc.
5. XANADU
Olivia Newton John
6. CAN’T STOP THE MUSIC 
Village People
7. SHANDI 
Kiss
8. HELP
John Farnham
9. FALUN’ IN LOVE 
Rocky Burnette 
EMOTIONAL RESCUE 
Rolling Stones 
MODERN GIRL
James Freud & The Radio Stars
12. YOU’VE LOST THAT LOVIN’ FEELING 
Long John Baldry
13. CAN’T HELP MYSELF 
Flowers
14. MORE THAN I CAN SAY 
Leo Sayer
15. DOWNHEARTED 
Australian Crawl
1& TURNING JAPANESE 
The Vapors
17. CUPID
The Spinners
18. I ONLY WANNA BE WITH YOU 
The Tourists
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1. ASHES TO ASHES 
David Bowie
2. START 
Jam
3. WINNER TAKES IT ALL 
Abba
4 . 9 TO 5
SHEENA EASTON
5. TOM HARK 
Piranhas
6. UPSIDE TOWN 
Diana Ross
7. OOPS UPSIDE YOUR HEAD 
Gap Band
8. FEELS LIKE I’M IN LOVE 
Kelly Marie
9. OH YEAH 
Roxy Music
SUNSHINE OF YOUR SMILE 
Mike Berry
GIVE ME THE NIGHT 
George Benson
12. ALL OVER THE WORLD 
E lectriC Light 0  rchestra
13. FUNKING FOR JAMAICA 
Tom Browne
14. DREAMIN’
Cliff Richard
15. MARIANA 
Gibson Brothers
16. PRIVATE LIFE 
Grace Jones
17. MORE THAN I CAN SAY 
Leo Sayer
18. MODERN GIRL 
Sheena Easton
19. CAN’T STOP THE MUSIC 
Village People
20. LIP UP FATTY 
Bad Manners
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1. SAILING 
Christopher Cross
2. TAKE YOUR TIME (DO IT RIGHT) 
The S.O.S. Band
3. EMOTIONAL RESCUE 
Rolling Stones
4. MAGIC
Olivia Newton-John
5. UPSIDE DOWN 
Diana Ross
6. IT’S STILL ROCK & ROLL TO ME 
Billy Joel
7. ALL OUT OF LOVE 
Air Supply 
FAME
Irene Cara
9. MORE LOVE 
Kim Carnes
10. GIVE ME THE NIGHT 
George Benson
11. LET MY LOVE OPEN THE DOOR 
Pete Townsend
12. TIRED OF TOEIN’ THE LINE 
Rocky Burnette
13. BOULEVARD 
Jackson Browne
14. INTO THE NIGHT 
Benny Mardones
15. LOOKIN’ FOR LOVE 
Johnny Lee
16 LATE IN THE EVENING 
Paul Simon
17. ONE IN A MILLION YOU 
Larry Graham
18. OLD FASHIONED LOVE 
Commodores
19. TAKE A LITTLE RHYTHM 
All Thompson
20. YOU’RE THE ONLY WOMAN 
Ambrosia
1. XANADU 
Soundtrack
2. CAN’T STOP THE MUSIC 
Soundtrack
3. EAST 
Cold Chisel
4. GLASSHOUSES 
Billy Joel
5. BOYS LIGHT UP 
Australian Crawl
6. STARDUST 
Willie Nelson
7. EMOTIONAL RESCUE 
Rolling Stones
8. BACK IN BLACK 
A C /D C
9. FLESH AND BLOOD 
Roxy Music
10. UNMASKED 
Kiss
IBg
3
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11. HOLDOUT 
Jackson Browne
12. ME, MYSELF, I 
Joan Armatrading
13. MIDDLE MAN 
Boz Scaggs
14. GIVE ME THE NIGHT 
George Benson
15. FAME 
Soundtrack 
21AT33 
Elton John
t h e d u g it e s
The Dugites
18. HATS OFF STEP LIVELY 
Jo Jo Zep and the Falcons
19. McCa r t n e y  II 
Paul McCartney
20. IN THE HEAT OF THE NIGHT 
Pat Benatar
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1. GIVE ME THE NIGHT 
George Benson
2. FLESH & BLOOD 
Roxy Music
3. XANADU 
Soundtrack
4. BACK IN BLACK 
AC /D C
5. DEEPEST PURPLE 
Deep Purple
6. DIANA 
Diana Ross
7. VIENNA 
Ultra vox
8. SKY 2 
Sky
9. McCa r t n e y  2 
Paul McCartney
10. OFF THE WALL 
Michael Jackson
11. I JUST CAN’T STOP IT 
The Beat
12. SEARCHING FOR THE YOUNG SOUL 
REBELS
Dexy’s Midnight Runners
13. LIVING IN A FANTASY 
Leo Sayer
14. EMOTIONAL RESCUE 
Rolling Stones
15. ELVIS ARON PRESLEY 
Elvis Presley
16. KALEIDOSCOPE 
Siouxsie & The Banshees
17. MANILOW MAGIC 
Barry Manilow 
REGATTA DE BLANC 
Police
19. KING OF THE ROAD 
Boxcar Willie
20. SKA’N’B 
Bad Manners
I.  EMOTIONAL RESCUE 
Rolling Stones 
HOLD OUT 
Jackson Browne
3. THE GAME
OiioAn
4. URBAN COWBOY 
Soundtrack
5. GLASS HOUSES 
Billy Joel
6. CHRISTOPHER CROSS 
Christopher Cross
7. DIANA 
Diana Ross
8. GIVE ME THE NIGHT 
George Benson
9. AGAINST THE WIND
Bob Seger & The Silver Bullet Band 
FAME 
Original Soundtrack
I I .  XANADU 
Original Soundtrack 
ANYTIME, ANYPLACE, ANYWHERE 
Rossington Collins Band
13. FULL MOON 
Charlie Daniels Band
14. EMPTY GUSS 
Pete Townshend
15. THE BLUES BROTHERS 
Original Soundtrack
16. HEROES 
Commodores
17. BACK IN BLACK 
AC /D C
18. T.P.
Teddy Pendergrass
19. S.O.S.
The S.O.S. Band
20. OFF THE WALL 
Michael Jackson
_____________________
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GOLD FOR AUSTRALIAN CRAWL 
Adrian Ryan wields the stopwatch
School is out in the tree lined streets of 
South Melbourne and a couple of pint- 
sized boys get off their bikes for long 
enough to gaze through a window of the 
terrace house headquarters of Wheatley 
Brothers Entertainment, which they 
obviously know is a place where stars of 
Countdown can be often found.
What they see, sitting at a desk being interviewed, 
is a suitably casual and clean cut James Reyne, lead 
singer of Australian Crawl. Insults and encourage­
ment are shouted through the window. “ Don’t  worry 
mate, your band is better than Mi-Sex... ’’ says one. 
Reyne hides his face behind the nearest copy of 
CashbcK, but he’s obviously not too embarrassed at 
the compliment. The intrusions and recognition of 
stardom are something he’s rapidly becoming used 
to.
In August, the Crawl became the Melbourne band 
to top the top album charts since the halcyon days of 
the Hooks: their single “ Boys Light Up’’ raced up the 
sin^e listings in turbocharged fashion w ithout the 
assistance of Ian Meidrum ( it was banned on Ckxmt- 
down for reasons that seem as obscure as some of 
the double entendres in the lyrics) and at the 
nwment the ir new single “ Downhearted" is drifting 
langouroursly out of drivetime radios across the 
land.
James Reyne seems to be surviving the mental 
pressure of the gold records th a t are rolling in, and 
also the jibes that his band is nothing more than a 
second-rate imitation of Sports or Jo Jo Zep w ith a 
few Dingoes’ licks thrown in to sweeten the pastiche,
Part of the resentment is undoubtedly due to the 
seemingly rapid, effortless rise of the Crawl to a 
position of national fame from the most obscure of 
origins as a garage band formed by five suburban 
boys who have never bothered to construct any sort 
of hungry street image for themselves.
Reyne is the firs t to admit that his band’s 
ascension may look undeserved. “ We’ve crammed 
more into two years than most bands do into five  It 
virtually took off from the firs t gig and since then 
we’ve been on the road for eighteen months solid, 
four or five nights a w eek.. In that time th e /ve  
built up a formidable audience in the demographic 
area that counts: the suburban punters who have 
identified with an image that’s as unpretentious as 
the band’s music, and w ith their ability to serve up 
catchy songs garnered with flash mainstream licks 
from guitarist Simon Binks.
“We get a lot of pretty girls, surfie girls, in the 
audience... but then again we’re starting to get a 
few less obvious people who are starting to say ‘you 
know, t h ^ ’re not too bad’, whereas six months ago 
we were a write-off, just shit. Which is okay — six 
months ago I wouldn’t  have liked Australian Crawl 
either. But the rockabilly junkies and the punks still 
hate us. Though I did see Andrew Pendlebury from 
Sports watching us the other night, jigging away self­
consciously.. . ’’
But in the final analysis, Australian Crawl’s suc­
cess is dcwn to  something more substantial than an 
inoffensive image Their most potent audience 
connection, particularly in Melbourne, has been 
made with their songs, and in particular Reynes’ 
lyrics on songs like “ Boys Light Up", “ Boot H ill" and 
^ e  stately, string backed ballad “ Hoochie Gucci 
Fiorucci Mama” . All of them are image-packed, razor 
honed observations on such typically Melbourne pre­
occupations as social and sexual skirmishes across 
class battlelines.
It’s a territory that Greg Macainsh may have 
mapped out definitively in the mid seventies, but
0 0 ^
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R^nes does it just as sharply, even if his band 
doesn’t  have the rabid Carlton edge that gave 
Skyhooks their power.
Reynes comes from a background that gave him 
plenty of opportunity for observation of middle class 
mores. He and the rest of the band grew up in the 
affluent beachside suburbia of the Mornington 
Peninsula: “ Down there you’re kind of removed from 
the city in a way. The surf-coastal scene is very 
strong down there. And most of my friends’ parents 
were divorced or split up. We’d play acoustic guitars 
at our parents’ parties and their friends would be 
getting off with each o th e r... I’d see my second form 
teacher off with somebody’s wife. They’ve got money 
where I come from .. .  they play tennis and fuck each 
other in the garden. And that lyric in ‘Boys Light Up’ 
is accurate... they women are all named Joan.”
While the nascent Australian Crawl were playing at 
parties t h ^  were also soaking up the ambience of 
Melbourne rock via bands like Carson, the Dingoes, 
Sid Rumpo, Daddy Cool, assimilating a whole 
tradition of R&B based music with a bias towards 
emotional honesty. Reynes’ vocal style is redolent of 
the whole Broderici Smith-Ross Wilson-Steve
Cummings approach to the slurred vowel, but he's 
developed into a superb singer whose made-for- 
radio inflections are easily the band’s strongest 
asset
And like most Melbourne musicians, he tends to be 
derisive of the whole Sydney school of aggro-flash 
(“A band like The Angels I think are ridiculous,'just 
so much empty pretension.. . ’ ’ ) and a chauvinistic 
admirer of the local beat music impulse. “ I used to 
love the Boys Next Door; they were just so 
original... but Sydney bands like the XL Capris, 
t h ^ ’re just so awful, so derivative, though I suppose 
I should be to le ran t.. . "
Ro^nes’ middle class background also seems to 
have given the riecessary d ^ re e  of ambitious 
calculation to make the kind of compromise 
necessary to sell his band’s music as a slick con­
sumer package. “ There are compromises you have to 
make Like that awful album cover EMI landed us 
with, very deceitfu lly... it makes me shudder, but at 
the time we didn’t  object” .
He doesn’t  deny that the backing of an industry 
which was sure it was on to a safe investment w ith 
Australian Crawl has been a factor in the band’s rise.
say it was a combination of the music and 
business backing. We were lucky in our manage­
m en t...’’. From their inception the band were 
shepherded by Sandra Robertson, a booker for the 
all-powerful Premier Artists who ensured them of 
exposure ih the right places. Then in a move which 
some have seen as having overtones of ingratitude, 
they switched to  W heatl^  Brothers, promoters of 
smooth product (tesigned for Australian and 
American FM radio (LRB, John Farnham and Mark 
Gillespie are among their other clients.). It ’s a style 
into which the Crawl obviously fit very easily. Reyne 
is suitably vague about the move other than ad­
mitting “we like the idea of a management company 
with wood-panelled o ffices.. . ”
He does express some misgivings about attempts 
to channel the band’s music into a slick ADR format. 
“Noone’sever satisfied with a firstalbum, but I don’t  
like ours at all. I can’t  stand to listen to  i t  except 
perhaps for ‘Downhearted’ and ‘Hoochie Gucci’. The 
album’s got nothing to do with the way we sound live, 
though I can appreciate that David Briggs (the LRB 
guitarist who produced the record) had to  make a 
choice between doing that and making a commercial 
album Though now that we’ve got drunk together 
and had a few rav-es about it I'd personally like him to 
produce the second one, though the other guys don’t  
want him to. The firs t album would probably go well 
in America, but it ’s not us, it ’s David Briggs."
James Reyne seems to be a person who suffers 
from few delusions about the business he’s involved 
ia  “ 1 don’t  see all this lasting for much more than 
about two years, though I suppose these days if you 
handle it  properly it’s possible to  extend the life of a 
band... Cold Chisel have been around for a while.” 
“ Dcwnhearted” is to be released in America, but 
Reyne seems to regard the idea of a concerted 
campaign in the land of dollar blandness with l« s  
than total enthusiasm. Something that is of more 
immediate concern is the recapturing of the original 
song^vriting impulse, the edge to his songs. “ I’ve 
already lost it. I’m not an outsider any more. . .  it gets 
harder to be satirical. What do I write about — space 
races and computer games? I just don’t know .. . ’’ 
I t ’s a problem as old as rock’n’ro ll; the outsider is 
assimilated into the comfortable embrace of the 
business he once thought was fu ll of hypocrity and 
blandness. But if Reyne is worried about his future, 
the rest of the band are weighing' in with enthusiasm. 
‘‘They’re all w riting now they’ve realised the money 
involved.. .  it used to be my band, I did the arrange­
ments but now they’re rejecting my songs. Simon has 
very much taken oyer musically. I think it ’s g rea t... ” 
Australian Crawl are hardly a revolutionary band 
by any reignir^ standard of fashion. They still encore 
with “ Johnny B. Goode” , their cover versions include 
a ZZ. Top song as well as Mink De Villa’s “Gun­
slinger". The styles in the ir varied set run through all 
the comfortable cliches of late seventies inter­
national rock — white reggae, diluted heavy metal, 
California country. Yet it ’s their very lack of 
pretension, the ir ability to avoid pretense as easily as 
melodrama, that gives them their edge and like the 
band who the psychic rulers of Australian rulers of 
Australian rock at the moment. Cold Chisel, they 
manage to overcome worn musical forms through 
the freshness of the ir attack, the insight and 
' resonance of their songs. For some reason Australia 
seems to  be the cxily.place where traditional 
"rock’n’roll” can still be infused with freshness and 
integrity. “ Our audiences are very straight” says 
James Reyne, and his band are providing them with 
what they want. Middle class music for a middle class 
audience: but Australia is a middle class country. It 
should be of some slight interest to see whether they 
can maintain that connection with their following 
under the pressure of success: I’ll be looking for­
ward to the next album.
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Elly McDonald probes
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"Dubbo IS Australia. In Dubbo, they 
take lots of polls and advertising things, 
it ’s like Gien Waveriey as an entire town. 
They try  aii the experiments out in Dubbo 
because everyb(^y there is just so 
fucking average; ordinary, everyday 
people. They should call Australia, 
Dubbo!”
David Mason comes from Dubbo. 
Average and ordinary, he is not. David 
Mason is the lead singer with the Reels 
who, like all those other experiments, 
were first market-tested in Dubbo about 
four years ago, under the name of the 
Brucelanders. Their music then was not 
dissimilar to current Reels material — in 
fact, some of those early songs are still in 
the set today. Rather, it’s the approach 
which has changed.
The Reels compare the Brucelander model to the 
Dugites.Th^were modern pop, but more concerned 
with conventional music structures than they are 
now. “ The Reels sort of disregard music a bit," ex­
plains keyboardsplayer and (very occasionally) 
guitarist Craig Hooper. " I t ’s really in the arrange­
ments and attitude towards playing. Before, we used 
to think very much as musicians. Now we think more 
in terms of sound, rather than chordal inversions and 
staffs and sharps and flats."
Their sound is distinctive. Using three synth­
esisers, with only suggestions of guitar, the Reels 
experiment with an imaginative range of keyboard 
effects while a very strong rhythm section holds the 
sound together and drives the music forward. They 
love to play with ideas, as is evident in the unusual 
staging and the lyrical subject matter as much as in 
the arrangements themselves. Three synthesisers 
up front looks different straight off, and I can’t  
remember when I last saw a drumkit anywhere other 
than back of stage, centre. Behind the band is a 
pastel-coloured, curving graphic backdrop which 
acts as a cyclorama for the highly kinetic lightshcw. 
And about those lyrics — who else would sing about 
cancer, and deformity, and being a woman, being 
Aboriginal, being Australian... all in the one set?
Several of the songs, such as Dubbo Go-Go and For 
AB We Know, are about the state of Australian 
culture. Talking with David Mason afterwards, it ’s 
apparent the state of Australian culture is an over­
riding preoccupation. Which you might more or less 
expect from someone whose father is right in the 
thick of the Australian sociological web. David 
Mason’s father, as it happens, is John Mason, leader 
of the NSW Liberal Party Opposition. Is it possible, I 
muse (in an attempt to be tactful), that this may 
have contributed to a political turn of mind?
“Of course it has!" Of course. “ I was reading an 
interview with Kim Wran the other day and she 
knows an awful lot about politics becausd she grew 
up in that sphere. I grew up in religion AND politics. 
It’s a crazy world, but you learn. The politicians in 
Australia are fucked. They are all little  boys, they 
really are. It’s just like an exclusive little boys club.
“Our band was getting like that — a little beys club 
— until we got Karen. The major reason we got Karen 
was, number one, because she is a female. And we 
needed to have a female in the band. It mightn’t  
make a difference to the music at all, but to the 
environment, and to a ttitudes... I don’t  want to walk 
into dressing rooms anymore. I just can’t. I don’t 
suppose you know what it ’s like to  be with all males, 
all the time, except for dumb groupies and shit who 
must hang around and have zero intelligence 
anyway. Take a house where there might be five guys 
living together, take one guy out and put a female in 
there, and the whole house just changes radically. In 
rock’n’roll, these things go past music. It goes down 
to how they live and who they fuck at night. The life­
style they lead is just so bad. We got so bored.”
Quite so. Karen, incidentally, is Karen Ansell, 
formerly with the Romantics in Melbourne. She plays 
keyboards, joining Craig and (the male) Polly 
Newham, while John Bliss plays drums and Peter 
Abrahams contributes bass. It’s a much gutsier line­
up live than their recordings might indicate. In fact, 
it ’s surprising to hear the band express such strong 
dissatisfaction with their live act.
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“We don’t like what we do live," says David. “ As far 
as what we would like it to sound like, it’s a very, very 
weak approximation. But you can’t  do much else 
mean, you have to use rock’n’roll PAs, and you have 
to use rock’n’roll lights, and we don’t  have much 
money so we have to use eight-year-old synthesisers, 
half of which have broken down in the last week and 
we can’t  afford to have them repaired again. We’re 
using the same synthesisers now as we did when we 
were native sons in Dubbo! It’s pretty rough — that’s 
about four years, and even then they were second 
hand.
Craig elaborates: “ We’ve got one pre-set synth­
esiser on stage and three that are just manual, and I 
don’t  know of any other band that would even think 
cf playing without a pre-set synthesiser. People just 
freak out — Murray Burns from Mi-Sex freaks out."
“And we don’t produce any visual image on stage 
because we can’t,”  continues David. “ We can’t afford 
to get the right lights, we can’t afford to get the right 
props, so all we do is just stand there and play. It’s 
not what we want to do. We’re just trying out a dif­
ferent approach with a really limited budget. We’re 
trying for atmospherics rather than rock’n’roll lights 
but we have to have people who are familiar with 
stage production. It’s just presenting it differently, 
within severe restrictions. What we need is a total 
design concept, but when you do that people call you 
poofs and say how arty farty and contrived it is. It’s 
not theatre. It’s an approach to people’s ears and 
eyes."
“WeVe got a particular interest in developing that 
side," Craig agrees. “ Karen and David have the most 
aptitude. We’re visual people. Unfortunately, most of 
the stages you have to play are so small. It’s so 
cramped, especially with t h r ^  keyboards. And no 
two stages you play are the same size, so you’ve got 
to have very versatile equipment. The thing is that 
rock’n’ro ll stuff you use on stage — well, just about 
every Australian band that I’ve ever seen is still 
using basically the same amps that were around 
fifteen years ago, and it ’s ridiculous."
The Reels have stripped their sound system down 
to a minimum so that at the moment they work 
virtually without any foldback. That is, they can’t 
hear what they’re playing Naturally they find this 
frustrating, and more so, the circumstances necess­
itating the move. One day their manager informed 
them they were likely to  come out of their forth­
coming tour only $5000 in debt, and he seemed a lot 
happier about it than that bald statement seemed to 
merit. Immediate investigation shewed that the band 
were, in fact, $30,000 in debt. The manager, along 
with excess equipment, departed pronto.
Even with recording the nroney gremlin strikes. 
“We haven’t got the money to  get the equipment that 
we need, or the production. There are some very 
good people in production in Australia, unlike most 
ether areas. Working with professionals is quite 
good, ©(cept they cost a lot of money, and our roadies 
earn more than we do!"
The band’s firs t album. The Reels, was produced 
ty  Mark Opitz. “ Mark was arranged for us by the 
record company and also he wanted to do it. It was 
disappointing. We were disappointed and I’m sure 
Mark was too He’s changed a bit since then. If we did 
an album with him now it would probably be OK but 
we wouldn’t  use him as a producer, only as engineer. 
It was a chemistry thing. We’d go in there and half 
the time hedidn’t  know whether to go w ith usand we 
didn’t  know whether to trust him all the way either. 
So what happened was a lot of things got stuck half 
way between being what we wanted and what he 
wanted and it ended up not one way or the other.
“There’s a better chance of getting what we want 
on record than live. Even though studios facilities in 
Australia are shithouse. That was why we took the 
mobile to Dubbo to record the LP. The music in­
dustry in Australia is pretty shithouse all round, 
really. Compared to what’s really happening The 
most up to date studio in Australia is still five years 
behind anything in Germany or Japan or America — 
well, not so much America. This is 1980. Technology 
is on an exponential cu rve .. . ’’
When the Reels do get their music on record, and 
when radio stations play that music, it appeals to the 
public, or so the success of Love Will Find A Way in 
Melbourne suggests. However, as David rather 
defiantly announces on stage, not one radio station in 
Australia has programmed the latest single. After 
The News. Presumably they don’t  think it’s com­
mercial.
“ Don't YOU think our music is commercial?"
retorts David. “ I mean, we’re talking about radio in 
Australia and AM radio around the world, which is 
completely fucked. Let’s face the facts. They define 
‘commercial’, but commercial is changing an awful 
tot. There has got to  be a revolution in radio in 
Australia pretty soon. They can’t  play what they’re 
playing for too much longer. They are too conserv­
ative. They must think we’re bizarre! We’re really 
straight, actually — we’re middleclass people, just 
the same as they are.
“ Not just radio, the whole music industry is fucked. 
Ary art form in Australia is like that. There is nothing 
that goes right with Art in Australia, at all. That’s why 
we say we came from Dubbo, because we don’t  want 
to be part associated with anyone, at all. It’s not just 
music. It’s the painting, the sculpture — it ’s every­
thing! It’s every art form in Australia. There’s 
nothing There’s no niovements at all."
My spirits are waning A movement, I suggest, has 
to represent something and to have ideals. Do the 
Reels stand for anything?
“We’ve got a unity," counters Craig. “We’ve got at 
least six people now who think vaguely in the same 
direction. It’s not something you can define in words 
though. It’s something that comes out when you play 
together and the sounds that you go for, and the type 
of thing that you go for. Whether you fill up this space 
here or whether you leave a gap.”
Aha! Leave. Would the Reels consider leaving and 
seeking their fortunes abroad?
David again. “ Everyone we talk to who goes over­
seas says it ’s even more fucked over there. We’d like 
to develop Asia. The music scene in Japan is really 
happening at the moment. But it ’s happening here 
too. There’s some really good bands coming out but 
they’re just getting wrecked, the same way we did. 
Quite often it ’s a case of it ’s not what you know or 
how good you are but who you know. With most of 
those bands, they’re going to struggle for four years 
and then maybe have a hit album, and by that time 
t h ^  are going to be so blanded out and pushed into 
some wrong direction that it ’s not going to be worth­
while anyway. Take the Angels, or any of those 
bands."
What of the Reels’ own future? “ Craig wants 
m on^. He’s a money person. Karen wants more 
costumes, and I want a TV shew. Or the super­
markets idea. When you play the supermarkets you 
don’t play rock’n’ roll. The supermarket idea is one 
that we don’t play live anyway. It’s more a visual 
display. The idea was to have a tube which you walk 
through, and a conveyor belt. When you start off you 
just have one song, and you get a visual around you, 
and you just go through about twelve songs or 
however many are on the album. When you get out, 
you’ve got the video cassettes on one side and the 
LPs on the other; you’ve got us at the end to sign 
them, the cash register next to that, then off you go!
“We could doa Reel TV show which would be really 
good. We’d want to have a say in where the cameras 
go, and v\«’d want to have a say in the lighting, and 
we’d want to have a say in the script, and people just 
can’t  handle that. We’ve been banned from Count­
down because we wanted a say in what we do. What 
really shits me is that when a band like the Vapors 
come here they get to  have a meeting with the 
Cou ntdown crew a couple of days before they go on. I 
don’t know what happens in the meeting, but at least 
t h ^  get one. I have to ring up from Dubbo and they 
treat me like an arrogant pig.
“They cannot dictate, particularly with a band who 
know what they want. If it ’s not good, it ’s our image 
which suffers, not Countdown’s. The last clip was 
good. It was a big compromise, but it worked OK. 
There’js a whole story behind the Countdown thing — 
problems with the producer...
“We’re hanging out for Rupert Murdoch or Robert 
Stigwood to give us a film, or Channel 10 to offer us a 
show. I mean, c’mon, Johnny Farnham and Debbie 
Byrne — that’s not entertainment! Well, it might be 
entertainment, but it ’s not contemporary entertain­
ment and it’s not progressive entertainment. They’re 
only doing what’s been done before. The dance-steps 
that the dancers do, the sets — they’ve all been done 
before. Fucking hell, Australians have got to break 
their habits because they are so fucking apathetic, 
and it ’s going to ruin them. We might as well become 
a state of America or go back to being part of Britain! 
There are people in Australia that have got talent, 
but there is just nothing, nothing at all, that they can 
do about i t "
THE
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FILMS
^  THE GREAT ROCK’N’ROLL SWINDLE
Some live clips, technically very 
amateur, and a lot of wanking was about 
what I expected of the movie "The Great 
Rock’n’Roll Swindle". Instead I was more 
than pleasantly surprised. The music is, 
of course, familiar; the movie is one of 
the best, if not the best to come out of 
the punk era. Although quite different in 
style it rates with the greats such as 
Rude Boy (the Clash) and Jubilee.
Malcolm McLaren, who l^ a lly  has lost all rights to 
the “ Swindle" has indelibly stamped his own style of
zany, antiauthoritarianism onto the film and it is 
clear, although British Justice may not agree, that it 
is a McLaren production from beginning to  end. 
Bound up for ages, years, in legal wranglings, it has 
finally become the property of and been released by 
none other than VIRGIN Records. All credit for pro­
duction of the "Swindle”  has been bestowed on 
Julien Temple and McLaren's name comes onto the 
screen only as a member of the cast. Still at least it 
has finally made it to the movie houses — something 
movie goers should be grateful for.
But now, back to the movie itself. The theme is to 
describe ten ways to swindle the rock’n'roll industry 
(the record companies in particular) as illustrated 
by none other than the Sex Pistols.
McLaren plays, of course the master mind behind 
the whole scheme, with Helen the Midget (who 
played the Queen's hand maiden in Jubilee) has his 
devoted sidekick. In real life Helen is one of
McLaren’s artschool contemporaries and helped out 
with much of the artistic direction of the film. 
Malcolm explains to  his friend each lesson, such as — 
‘‘Helen, Lesson 4 — Never let the fans find out that 
the band has no talent.”  Or “ Lesson 3, Helen — 
Never trust a hippie.”  The film will then flash across 
to show how the Sex Pistols put this into practice. 
And so it goes through the ten steps.
There is naturally some live footage — the stand 
out being the scene in Jubilee Year when the band 
plays God Save The Queen on a riverboat on the 
River Thames. The party was, as we all know, broken 
up by the police and McLaren was arrested (All part 
of the plan — “ Make the band Public Enemy No. 1).
The tour of America is also featured with some 
entertaining coverage of a number of concerned citi­
zens askirg if the Sex Pistols are really the best type 
of ‘entertainment’ for their children.
Then there’s Sid Vicious’ visit to Paris — his walk
down the Jewish quarter (complete with swastikas) 
— his rendition of Sinatra’sMy Way in front of some 
socialites — and the sweet little French ditty 
L’AnarcNe pour le U.K.
It would be easy to rave at length about all the high 
points of the movie, and there are many — the visit to 
Ronald Biggs, Steve Jones’ encounter with British 
pom-queen Mary M illir^on , Sid’s film clip of 
SometNn’ Else, and the animation which was 
amusing and used in such a way as to string every­
thing together. Hopefully Australia will see the film 
soon (censored though it may be) and if you like the 
music, a little nostalgia, a pinch of anarchy and some 
fine acting (particularly from Helen and Malcolm) it’s 
one not to be missed. For coming across with the 
goods the “ Swindle”  is no swindle.
— EFF SHARP
PS: Keep an eye out for Tenpole Tudor’s solo Who 
Killed Bambi — the man is a facial contortionist.
Tactics — an appropriate name for a 
band who skirt the boundaries of reality 
with an unrelenting vigilance. Theirs is a 
music of textural and rhythmic poss­
ibility, where the intense spaces are filled 
out by some of the most Intuitive 
emotional treatises since David Byrne 
burst onto the scene with the Talking 
Heads. Vocalist/lyricist Dave Studdert 
executes some of the most existential 
lyrics this side of little known Australian 
writer Terry Kafka; Studdert’s domain 
glides through the fatality of love, the 
terror of desperation and decision, and 
last but not least, the intricacies behind 
relationships — their highs and the in­
evitable lows.
Tactics, wno come from Canberra originally, have 
been playing Sydney’s dives for the last two years 
with little  critical or audience success. The 
remainder of the group (Angus Douglas, guitar; 
Geoff Marsh, bass; Robert Whittle, drums; and 
Ingrid Spielmann, keyboards) flesh out Studdert’s 
tense angles and squeamish angst with an individual 
poise uncommon to a group so young. Douglas’ guitar 
is a constant spark of ignition, alternately merging 
Velvet Underground noise experiments and guttural 
blues phrasings — versatility is the key to his hard- 
edged contribution to  the sound. The rhythm section 
of Whittle and Marsh is the consummate innovator, 
while functioning as a solid base for the subtle rhyth­
ms which riddle the music. Drummer Whittle 
especially, has the most insane ability to  hold rolls 
until you think his arms are going to drop off.
Keyboard player Ingrid Spielman, who joined the 
group recently, embellishes the sound, making it 
more rounded and flowing, thereby enabling the
others to get on with the job more than they were 
able to as a four-piece band.
So far. Tactics have released two singles — The 
long Weekend EP which, although it was potentially 
excellent, failed to meet expectations because of the 
drab and colourless production, and the unofficial 
Doublethink release. Hole In My Life backed with 
Outdoors, which show that the band NEED forceful 
production to reproduce some of the mania they 
generate on stage, where Studdert’s legs pump like 
spastic pistols and the band embroider his words 
and stagecraft with a looseness bordering on the 
magnificent. They can either be inspirational or 
atysmal. There is no dividing line. But this is part of 
the indelible charisma of the Tactics animal in full 
swing — the chances they take are never calculated.
They are perfectionists by nature, abhorring the 
slap-dash and unplanned, but at the same time they 
are willing to  let the ir naivety and idealism sway 
them enough to th ink like the fans they really are. 
Their common musical tastes reflect a bent towards 
the black side of t h i r ^ ,  with the soul of Motown, Stax 
and Al Green plus the urban blues of Robert Johnson 
and his ilk, joining w ith the melancholy psychedelia of 
Love and Spirit to form an incredible melange of 
tastes. The imminent release of their album means 
that Tactics can add some colouration to their songs, 
with numbers like National Health and New York 
Real benefitting from the added contributions of 
overdubbing and dquble tracking. It is indeed incred­
ible to think that the album will include songs from 
Studdert’s song-stockpile which have never been 
played on stage — and others which after being 
played constantly, will sound completely restruct­
ured and revitalised. Tactics remain Sydney’s most 
neglected and underrated band. They hold the future 
in a vice-like grip, and like their stablemates, the 
Thought Criminals, refuse to back-pedal for the sake 
of crass commercialism. With influences as eclectic 
as t h ^  are positive to the individuality of the band. 
Tactics have the ability to  make the musically im­
possible, possible. Go and see some essential logic 
soon.
— CRAIG YOUDEN
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OU ESTLA MAISON DE FROM AGE? 
John Cooper Clarke talks to John Hope
Apart from the small cult following he’s 
managed to collect over here — and that 
largely amongst its community of Anglo­
philes — few people in Australia know 
very much about John Cooper Clarke. 
His Disguise in Love album arrived very 
much out of the blue to mixed reactions 
and reviews, and his latest release, Snap, 
Crackle and Bop, hasn’t fared much 
better. Perhaps this is partly because the 
musical backing is muted and muffled, 
displaying a variety of influences difficult 
to pin down with certainty: and partly 
because no-one seems sure whether or 
not to take his lyrics seriously.
Such confusion is easily remedied by Clarke 
himself who explains on the telephone from London 
his intentions and his work in the following manner: 
“ I would say I was a poet, to avoid any kind of pre­
conceptions, you know, who operates in the enter­
tainment business, and uses pop music. I appear solo 
— that is, I do public performances in a solo capacity, 
sometimes supporting a band, sometimes as the 
main act — and make records and appear on tv . 
occasionally with a group called The Invisible Girls.”
Performing at rock gigs was a mixture of personal 
choice and force of circumstances for John Cooper 
Clarke. The working-class suburb of Salford (Lowry 
Country) in Manchester where he was born and 
where he lived most of his life, does not survive by 
financially supporting its would-be poets. Rather, in 
Salford and its like. Art and Literature have avoided 
what is known as “ mass contamination”  and "lower­
ing of standards”  by tactfully providing bingo halls, 
amusement arcades, night clubs, discos, soccer and 
Blackpool's Golden Mile, as the ir replacements in the 
staple diet of the working classes. John Cooper 
Clarke sardonically explains his position in this 
respect: ‘Tve been writing poetry since I was 12, but 
when I decided to read it in public, there wasn’t 
really a platform for poetry in my home town — there 
weren’t  actually any poetry venues. So it was just a 
matter of finding out where the audiences were. 
Those places were kind of night clubs, initially, pop 
venues... and football matches — I didn’t  get to do 
any football matches, though. But I got to do night 
dubs for a time.”  Luckily Clarke’s poetry “ went down 
very well, actually” , and for a time he appeared and 
read his poetry at night clubs like The New Luxur 
Club in Manchester: “On a Friday night they used to 
have, like, fifteen strippers, a comedian, a ventril­
oquist, that sort of th ing you knew. So I found my way 
into that circuit.”
A strange beginning for a poet seeking an 
audience, perhaps, but realistic under the circum­
stances, and appropriate for the type of poetry John 
Cooper Clarke was (and still is) w riting  Poets who 
receive their education at Salford Secondary Modern 
don’t  send their verses to the editors of respectable 
poetry magazines. Penguin Modem Poets or New 
Writers (where it would probably end up in the b in ); 
nor are their verses intended for those who r e ^  
such publications. Like Bertolt Brecht’s Drama, John 
Cooper Clarke’s poetry is written for a larger 
audience, and attempts to  popularise the poetic arts. 
Clarke is quite explicit about this: “ I wouldn’t  mind 
being famous, but I’d prefer poetry to be accessible 
to everyone, though, not stuck on the shelf collecting 
dust and all that. I’d like to think of it as something 
that’s popular, rather than just a collector’s item.”
Meanwhile, when not working the clubs, John 
Cooper Clarke would eke out a living by savouring 
those juicy morsels of jobs coyly offered by England’s 
bastion, private enterprise: “ I had a window 
deaning round once... and I was an assistant to a 
man who used to photograph wounds for an in­
surance company: I only lasted in that for about a
week. I worked at a gas sta tion... things like that. 
Jobs that didn’t  demand too much attention on my 
part, so I could get with me writing. The rrwst advant­
ageous job I ever had like that was as a fire-watcher 
on thedocks, which just entailed sitting in an observ­
ation tower all d a y ... watching the flames licking 
roundme ankles.”  Clarke admits that these jobs and 
the night club circuit could have lasted forever if 
Punk /  New Wave hadn’t arrived on the scene. “ I got 
out of the night clubs by playing at the Buzzcocks’ 
early gigs, and the response there was, er, very good 
indeed. Then I started moving around with them a 
bit, you know, doing gigs in out-of-town places and 
London.”  It was during this period that Clarke met 
Martin Hannett, who immediately signed him up with 
Rabid Records and, by skilful manipulation, managed 
to get Clarke a contract with CBS Records. “ Hannett 
had already produced the Buzzcocks’ firs t EP, Spiral 
Scratch, and I thihk he produced Slaughter and the 
Dogs as well. He’s also a bass player. I got to know 
him and Steve Hopkins, and we put my stuff to 
music” — something John Cooper Clarke had always 
wanted to do: “ I always w a n t^  to do it to m usic... 
sometimes the words would suggest a tune, and it 
seemed quite a logical step, since the music’s half 
there anyway in the lyrics.”  So in late 1976 or early 
1977 (“ I don’t  remember which” ) John Cooper 
Clarke released his firs t s ing le / EP with Psycle Sluts 
1 & II on one side, and Suspended Sentence and Holy 
Innocents on the other. It was really the strength of 
Suspended Sentence, on the then topical subject of 
capital punishment (conta in ing the fo llow ing 
memorable lyrics: “ ...D o  something destructive, 
chum /S it r i ^ t  down, write a letter to The S u n /- 
Saying ‘Bring back hanging: for everyone/ They took 
my advice, they brought it back/National costume 
was all-over b lack/There were corpses in the 
avenues and cul-de-sacs /  Piled up neatly in six-man 
stacks/They’d hang you from the traffic lights and 
specially-made racks/They’d hang you for incontin­
ence and fiddling your tax /  Failure to hang yourself 
justified the Act/Deedilidee, deedilidum, looks like 
they’ve brought back hanging for everyone” ), that 
won Clarke the CBS contract. ,
Live performances continued, however, at an 
accelerated pace, and these still affect the way he 
writes poetry — in particular, the way he utilises 
humour in his poems. John Cooper Clarke explains: 
"Initially, when I firs t started doing night clubs, the 
kind of attention span of the audience was usually 
very short, so to find out whether t h ^  were still 
listening, it was better to tell them some kind of gag, 
and find out if they were still interested.”  Eventually, 
the gags became incorporated into the poetry, 
serving the dual purpose of keeping the audience 
awake and driving the poem’s message home. Take 
these lines from 1 Married A Monster From Outer 
Space: “We walked out, tentacle in hand/Y ou could 
sense that the earthlings would not uunder­
stand /They’d go Nudge Nudge when we got off the 
bus/Saying, ‘It’s extra-terrestrial, not like us /O n ly  
it’s bad enough with another race /B u t fuck me, a 
monster from out of space??’ ”
John Cooper Clarke is quick to point out that his 
poetry is not confined solely to humour or written 
simply to get laughs: “ Some of what I w rite ’s funny 
but I don’t feel in any way limited to writing funny 
stuff at all. I w rite some stuff that just doesn’t  have 
any laughs in it at all, really.”  In this respect, humour 
on his latest release. Snap, Crackle and Bop, is 
sharper and more vicious than on previous albums 
— almost vitriolic. Lyrics to  the opening track are 
typical: “The bloody cops are bloody keen/Bloody 
keep it bloody clean/The bloody chief’s a bloody 
swine /  Bloody draws the blooc^ line /  At bloody fun 
and gam es/T he  bloody kids he bloody 
blames /  Nowhere to be bloody found /  Anywhere in 
Chickentown /  The bloody scene is bloody mad /  The 
bloody music’s bloody bad /The  bloody weed is 
bloody tu rf/T h e  b l o ^  speed is bloody S u r f/-  
Bloody folks are bloody daft /  Don’t make me bloody
laugh/ Bloody hurts to look around /  EvetTwhere in 
Chickentown/The bloody train is bloody la te /Y ou 
bloody wait and bloody wait /  Bloody lost and bloody 
found/S tuck in fucking Chickentown.”
Inevitably, John Cooper Clarke’s poetry invites a 
number of comparisons: the Beat poets and Allen 
Ginsberg; the Liverpool Poets (such as Roger 
McGough) and the Bob Dylan of the ’65 and ’66 
period. Psycle Sluts (from the album Disguise in 
Love) in particular seems to assimilate all of these 
styles and techniques in a unique, original and pecul- 
iarly English fashion. Even if such comparisons are 
legitimate (and the Bob Dylan one, it must be con­
fessed, is) John Cooper Clarke suffiests that, with 
the exception of Dylan, these influences are largely 
superficial, and that the tradition in which he follows 
originates in totally unexpected quarters: “ The very 
first influence when I started writing poetry were two 
Italian poets, one of whom was called Gabrielle 
D’Annunzio, who were futurists. I came across them 
in an art book that I got out of the library. They were 
writing round about 1910 up to the 1930s, and were 
the firs t poets in Europe to write with the machine 
age in mind, you know. Up till then poetry was just 
taken at a walking pace; but these were writing stuff 
on trains and motor cars, you know. They were very 
taken with speed and dynamism. They interested me 
a lot. The way images present themselves to you 
when you’re sitting on a train is far, far different from 
that kind of image that’s presented when you’re 
walking in the country — which is something I very 
rarely do. So I was immediately taken with these 
geezers, you know. They were translated into 
English, but they still had that element of speed and 
dynamism in them which 1 found very attractive. And 
it seemed to be echoed in Bob Dyland’s stuff, like 
Subterranean Homesick Blues. I think that was Too 
Much Monkey Business, you know: it was his version 
ofToo Much M onk^ Business — he couldn’t  get the 
words so he wrote his own.”
Certainly, John Cooper Clarke’s poetry expresses 
the same obsession and concern with what he calls 
“ the machine age”  as his Italian predecessors. His 
poetic images are built up from the modern tech 
nolo©' which surrounds our everyday lives. The 
things we constantly use, travel upon, wear, eat and 
talk about — deodorants, hygiene, dieting nylon,
terylene, fablon, fast food chains, bingo halls, porno­
graphic books, detective novels, magazines and 
adverts — are reflected back to us in the accurate 
and disturbing images of his poetry: “ Hey, Jimmy, 
gimme the gim m ix/Another day another fad /Fun , 
yes, even for a m inute /They’re not bad, dad /  From 
the balmy days /O f the hula-hoop craze/To the 
skate-board panic of today/A m used , 
amazed/Aghast we gaze/W e won’t  get in the 
way... Mahatma Ghandi’s lo in-cloth/The Cosa 
Nostra K iss /C o la -cans and coin-op sh o p s / 
Amphetamine psychosis... Beauty a id s /  
Commodity a rt/A n d  things that aren’t  the 
thing/Teas-made/Cushions th a tfa r t/T h e  Lord of 
the Rings. .” .
illustrate this, but the most obvious is the poem 
Beasly Street: “ It would be fa ir to say that Beasly 
Street is a socialist poem. In England there’s a lot of 
romantic stuff written about poverty, you knew; 
there was particularly at the time I was writing that. 
As if poverty was almost desirable, the in-thing to 
b e .. . a kind of hip-slumming, you know. Beasly 
Street is an attempt at pointing out that poverty 
brings out the worst in people, that it distorts and 
perverts people’s perceptions, that it ’s not good for 
anyone... and is inevitable under this system.”  The 
poem oertainly achieves this stated aim, and con­
tains some classic lines: “ The Kingdom of the 
B lind /The  one-eyed man is k ing/Beauty problems 
are redefined /  The doorbells do not r ing /T he  rats 
have all got rickets/They spit through broken 
tee th /The  name of the game is not cricket/Caught 
out on Beasly S treet... People turn to 
poison/Quick as lager turns to piss/Sweethearts 
are physically s ick/Every time they k is s / I t ’s a 
sociologists’ paradise/Each day repeats/Uneasy, 
greasy, cheesy, queasy /  Beastly Beasly Street.”  Not 
that Socialism is rammed down the throat of John 
Cooper Clarke’s audience; it is simply that the ob­
servations he makes and his manner and method of 
relating them imply socialist leanings, and socialist 
remedies. But Clarke realises the necessity for 
people to reach their conclusions independently: “ I 
leave the remedy part up to the listeners; I’m not 
really interested in sloganeering... or (laughing) 
becoming a public-relations officer for the Labour 
Party.”
Perhaps it’s his socialist leanings that enable John 
Cooper Clarke to avoid hysterical phallus-worship 
and penis-glorification of other contemporary male 
poets and rock artists; as he himself states: “ I don’t 
see how you could be a socialist without being a 
feminist as well, you knew.”  His own poetry shows a 
keen appreeiation of and sensitivity to feminist 
issues. The degradation and exploitation involved in 
sooiety’s depietion of women’s sexuality is one of his 
favourite themes, particularly on tracks like Readers' 
Wives and Salomey Malony. But Clarke does not 
present the feminist cause as a separate and 
unrelated issue; rather, he incorporates it into other 
themes and concerns, as in Teenage Werewolf: 
“Thosedead delicious nudes/They hang around the 
necks/O f the moving raincoats/By the sliding 
doors of discotheques/Where boys are boys/And 
girls are toys /N o t programmed to reply/1 was a 
teenage werewolf — or was I ? This seems to suggest 
that Clarke’s feminism is not just a token gesture, 
but a firm commitment that avoids the usual dicho­
tomy of Feminism versus Socialism: “ A lot of people 
do present feminism as dichotomy. They see 
feminism as something which will automatically 
come about in a socialist society, or something like 
tha t I don’t  think that’s the case; I don’t  think we’ll 
ever ̂ t  a properly socialist society unless we take a 
feminist point of cteparture as well.”  Which seems to 
make his advice to women in capitalist society a 
great deal less tongue-in-cheek than it first appears:
I-
This is no mean accomplishment Neither the poets 
of the 1920s and 30s, nor those of the 50s and 60s, 
were able to achieve this type of integration, despite 
their many attempts to do so. Modern vernacular and 
modern images are perched uneasily within the 
poetry of people like T.S. E lliot and when one 
compares them with the way th e /re  used by John 
Cooper Clarke, they look a little  incongruous. Clarke 
is able to take it that one necessary, crucial step 
further that it needed to become convincing: back to 
the images of the streetand the language of ordinary 
working people, where even Bukowski’s verses 
appear too well-mannered, polite and restrained. For 
John Cooper Clarke the technique had to be suc­
cessfully applied if his poetry was to be brought into 
living contact w ith “ the masses” : “ People recognise 
the images and the language immediately, you know. 
You throw in a few of these and people immediately 
know where you’re coming from. They know that you 
probably oome from the same world as they do. 
Familiar items whip up interest in people.” And in 
the prooess, poetic elitism and poetic snobbery is 
(thankfully) thrown out the window.
Overall, Clarke’s poems reflect the slow but per­
sistent worsening of England’s social and economic 
conditions, and the effect this has had on people’s 
lives. He sees this as one of the constant factors in 
England’s history from the 50s to  the 80s: “ Things 
were bad, and they still a re .. .  Capitalism is in 
recession, and I’m sure it w ill get more and more 
so. .. and more and more people (nervous laugh) 
will get more and more miserable . .. I think things 
will get worse before they get better, you know.”
It’s not surprising, then, that more than a tew of 
Clarke’s poems seem to be politically oriented to the 
left. Lines from a number of poems, such as Psycle 
Sluts or Suspeixled Sentence, could be used to
“ I’ve told you once /  Don’t  trust men /  They’ll do you 
down/And then they’ll do it again.. . ”
John Cooper Clarke’s poetry /  pop is deeper than 
first listening reveals — and, unfortunately for his 
sales, Australianaudienceswill have to listen several 
times before this becomes evident. In the long run, 
cultural differences may lim it his popularity to the 
few (so-called and self-named) intellectual e lite  The 
Yankee-Bogart cum Gumshoe character so often 
referred to in his poems (from Teenage Werewolf to 
Film Extra's Extra) doesn’t  form a part of Australian 
popular culture to  the same extent that it does in 
England. His Mancunian accent and grammar may 
also prove to be off-putting — although in America, 
according to Clarke, this was not the case: “That’s 
one thing me and the New Yorkers had in common — 
neither of us speak English.”  This would be a pity. 
Rrstly, because he isn’t  aiming for elitism (hence the 
honest statement: “ I’ve always tried not to  write 
parochial poetry; I’ve always had a world market in 
mind.” ). Secondly, the message behind his poems is 
about and is intended for the working classes every­
where, and is written in the ir language. Thirdly, 
here’s one poet who doesn’t  speak down to  or insult 
the intelligence of “ the ordinary man/woman in the 
street” : what he understands, they understand, 
because their origins are basically the same. And the 
fourth reason must be that John Cooper Clarke 
surely deserves his new-found, if precarious, 
financial security:“ My life’s far more nomadic new in 
some ways, actually... I still don’t  have a ca r.. .  I've 
got a colour t.v. and th a t. .. a stereo... I can rent a 
f la t . .. you know...  I don’t  starve. . . ” . If for no other 
reason than that, go out and purchase Snap, Crackle 
and Bop, and while you’re at it, demand his latest 
import release, Ou est la maison de fromage?
Welcome To  The
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Since that time I have seen Flowers many times. 
And each time a new song has been unveiled it has 
always been an event worth waiting for. It’s taken 
two years but at long last Iva Davies has ac- 
aimulated enough material fo r Flowers to record an 
album And with the current popularity of home 
grown music and the quality of Flowers' songs, I for 
one will be very surprised if it is not a hugely suc­
cessful record.
Flowers were in Adelaide recently to  play two 
nights a t the Arkaba Top Room and Saturday night 
found the band in hot form. There is s till a smattering 
cf covers in the set, “ One Inch Rock" still being my 
favourite, but it's the originals which structure the 
set, from the blazing “ Sister”  to  the haunting 
“ Icehouse" and the insistent refrains of the two 
singles, "Can’t  Help Myself”  and “ We Can Get 
Together” . Like ail the best things in life. Flowers 
have taken time to mature and all those people who 
jeeringly dubbed them a. punk jukebox, or who 
constantly moaned at the lackof originals will have to 
line up for a helping of humble pie. Flowers have 
done it  their own way and at their own pace. Now 
t h ^  are about to deliver.
After the band's performance that night I went 
back to Iva Davies’ room and we talked long into the 
wee small hours. It wasn’t  an ‘interview’ — we didn’t 
talk much about Flowers — it  was more an exchange 
c# views, opinions, experiences, theories. The only 
reason I mention this is tha t it does have some 
bearing on the interview that follows.
ROADRUNNER 12
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The first time I saw Flowers was almost 
two years ago when a friend of mine 
dragged me down to Torquay, down past 
Geelong on the Victorian coast. I don’t 
recall much of the performance except a 
blistering version of “ Pretty Vacant” and 
some pretty impressive T. Rex covers. 
Riding back to Melbourne in a car with 
the band I remember my friend asking 
Iva Davies why they hadn’t played the 
two new songs they had planned to do. 
“ They’re not quite ready yet” , Iva replied 
softly. End of subject.
THE ALBUM
The following afternoon, Iva came over to 
my house. .After going through and playing some of 
the new singles I had, we got down to business. The 
obvious opening point of discussion was the soon to 
be released (October 6th is the latest date) album 
“ Icehouse” . Since the songs on the album have been 
around for so long I asked if there was any con­
cern about them not sounding fresh.
“The thing is, I had in mind to rewrite a lot of them 
anyway,”  Iva answered. “ In the studio I took the 
opportunity of pulling them all dcwn, rearranging the 
churns and bass. Once I’d done that I could do 
anything I liked w ith the other parts. We actually 
recorded all the rhythm tracks with a click — like a 
metronome through the foldback. It ’s a kinda 
peculiar way to do it — there isn’t  a great deal of 
room for spontaneity. It was rather clinical. I was 
dissatisfied with some of the arrangements and I’d 
been meaning to rewrite them for some time. When it 
came to the point where I knew they were going to be 
committed to vinyl I had a giant rethink. In fact I 
rewrote a lot of t  he lyrics from those ea riy songs.
“Those early songs, as you said, are not exactly 
fresh, but now they’ve got a certain renewed vigour. 
Even so I still consider them dated next to  the more 
recent songs.”
What will be the most recently written songs on 
the album?
“Themost recent is one called “ Not My Kind” . That 
was done in a real peculiar way. I had all of the music 
arranged, showed the band how to play and all the 
music was recorded before any of the lyrics were 
written. That didn’t  really make a lot of difference, 
because I knew what the lyrics had to sound like — 
but the rest of the band hadn’t  heard the song as it 
was going to appear on the a lbum ... and the 
producer hadn’t  heard it either!
“ I went in there and purposefully did everything 
back to front — it was an exercise.. just to see how 
it would affect the engineer and Cameron (Allen, the 
producer). You see they really liked the music, and I 
felt a b it intimated that I might muck it up by putting 
vocals on i t  So I did it in the most gingerly manner 
possible It was great watching their reaction to what 
I’d done (laughs).
“The other recent songs are “ We Can (Set 
Together” , “ Can’t  Help Myself’ and “ Icehouse”  of
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course.”
What would be the earliest song and when was 
that written?
“ Nearly two years old. These songs are among the 
first that I ever wrote. The album will represent all 
we've got. Sometimes I feel as if I'm a b it of a novice 
writer actually (utters a self-deprecating chuckle). I 
hope they stand up to the scrutiny they are going to 
get.”
You’ve had a whole history of working with music, 
at the Conservatory of Music in NSW. Why then did 
you only start w riting songs two years ago? “ E rr .. .  
The reason for that is just the mentality of musicians, 
classically trained musicians. It ’s misleading to dwell 
on my past and my training, because even though it 
goes back a long way, it was all geared to  per­
forming. In actual fact, although I studied serious 
music I never... It never ever occurred to me to 
write any music.”
So there’s no crossover between performance and 
composition in a place like the Conservatory?
“ Right. Cameron Allan was at the Conservatory at 
the same time I was and he was studying com­
position. He only took the obligatory training on an 
instrument and he hasn’t  touched one since!”
So how did you start writing?
“The idea at the beginning of Flowers, which is the 
first band I’ve been in, was that I was suffering from 
nothing to do, so I decided to go out and play a whole 
bunch of songs that I liked. It wasn’t  decided that I 
should write until (w ith some coaxing from Dirty 
Pool — Flowers’ management agency) we decided to 
take this kinda seriously. I feel a bit of a phoney 
actually, because it ’s not as if I’ve always been 
bursting to communicate something to the world. I 
was put in a corner and had to cope with that 
situation. I would never have completed anything if I 
hadn't been put in a pressure situation. I’m sure.
“ But having been put there I’m finding writing 
much more in teresting... I t ’s peculiar having your 
first songs on an album. In that way I fee l. . . ”
Exposed?
“Vulnerable, yeah... (laughs)”
How much use has your formal training been? 
Obviously you can read music and you have the 
ability to  break a song down into parts really 
easily... “ In a practical sense it ’s a real advantage. 
As soon as I have done a few fundamental run-
throughs in my brain I know exactly what’s supposed 
to happen and then I show the tend.”
Do the other members of the band read music?
“ No — but they are familiar with the process^, 
through learning cover versions. It’s sort of like doing |  
it by numbers. In fact this whole band is like doing it -  
by numbers! Learning music is all a matter of pitch S 
and time. As far as time is concerned it ’s ail a science - 
of maths really. The band don’t  really know what’s 
going on even though they’re performing the func- 
tions of the music. It works really well because it 
means things can get done really quickly, but there ^  
a certain element missing that Tm working on n v  
which is . . let it run by itse lf.. . ”
Less clinical, more organic?
“Yeah. Like no-one in the band is a super 
professional muso. They are as young and as fresh as 
any up and coming band. They have the potential to«, 
be raw. So rather than spelling things out in  bl? 
and white I’m going to try to set things up and k .  
them run.”
How familiar were you with the recording process? ' 
“ From a practical point of view, not very. But I feel 
inspite of the technolc^ involved, the process is 
fundamentally a musical one. It doesn’t  matter how 
good the equipment is — it doesn’t  guarantee a good 
result. The industry treats musos like real dolts, yet 
despite all the machines, records are still a real hit 
and miss thing. In that sense I’m fairly confident.”  ■
I  V
THE GREY AREA
One of the subjects that had been discussed the 
previous evening and one that obviously fascinates 
Iva is the creative process. Where does inspiration 
come from? How do you tap it? Iva has a name for the 
place that inspiration comes from. He doesn’t  know 
where it is or hew you get yourself there, but he calls 
it the grey area.
In music, everything comes back to songs. How do 
you write?
“ If I was to look back at songs there’s a rea l... 
erratic pattern. Some of the songs.. .  I can be driving 
round in a car and hear something already complete. 
As far as lyrics are concerned, I collect snippets, 
write them down. For example take “ Walls” . I just did 
a double take on the word one day and then collected 
all these snippets relating to walls over a few weeks. 
In a case like that I concentrate them dow n... and
by Donald
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ry to make them conversational. I think that’s the 
ecret of making things work on people — that 
onversational tone. But on the other hand I wrote 
Can't Help Myself”  and “ Icehouse”  in a matter of 
wo days. I had four days in which I knew I had to 
vrite^odie songs. My normal technique is to just lock 
nyseff|jp and avoid everything except the problem 
It handfTo the extent of not going to bed for four 
lays and consuming vast quantities o f. . .  deviants.
“ By the end of the four days, in the middle of the 
light, I was working on this peculiar four-minute 
Irum ^Jj^  that John Lloyd invented, using a string 
y n th c l9 ir  and tape recorder. I came up with this 
liece of music and wrote all the lyrics in about 20 
ninutes, which is very unusual for me. I wrote them 
traight down and d idn 't change anything — and 
laven’t changed anything since. I then had to wait til 
5a .n \> ^s in g  this thing into the tape recorder. 
V h e r ||B e  is incredibly quiet and I would have felt 
ike a i^ m d io t singing into this tape recorder in the 
niddle of the night. So I waited til there was a bit of 
imbient noise outside before I did it and then I just 
rashed.
“When I woke up, I played the tape back and . . .1 
x)uldn’t remember doing it! I wasn’t  completely 
oherent when I did it.”
Like somebody else had done it, but the someone 
vas you?
“ Exactly. Whenever I complete things I get that 
eeling that I haven’t  actually done it. If I was left to 
ny own devices I couldn’t  possibly do these things, 
t’s a matter of pushing myself b ^ond  my normal 
mitations, which sort of implies I’m using somebody 
ise’s territory. Somehow it's a matter of tricking 
ourself."
What is the song “ Icehouse" about?
“A lo t of people think it must be about the house 
hat I live in, and in a lot of ways it is. But more 
pecifically it’s about this house across the road. I’m 
ery often up all night, and this suburb that I live in, 
.infield, is a very old, rich, quiet place. The thing 
ibout this house is that it always had lights on. It 
itrigued me for six years. Actually, very recently I 
vent into this house It was about 4 a.m. and there 
vas a knock at my door. I opened the door and there 
vas a girl there. This was well after the song was 
vritten by the way. She said ‘Hello, I’m from the 
louse across the road’. And I said ‘Oh yes, really?’.
She said ‘ I noticed you lived here. I’ve been to a few 
erf your gigs, da de da de da, do you want to conie over 
for a smoke?’ I wasn’t  quite sure if I should or not, 
but I’d been so intrigued by this house and when I 
got inside it was just as peculiar as I’d imagined. It 
was full of a whole lot of men, these two girls were 
just staying there temporarily. And these men were 
all psychiatric patients. The whole suburb is kinda 
weird like that. In my street alone there a re a number 
of these types of houses.”
Like half way houses between institutions and 
society?
“Yeah, people who come out of those places and 
are not quite ready to cope on their own. They’re 
quite strange.”
Iva goes on to talk about the house that he lives in.
“The house I live in is unbelievably cold. There’s 
just nothing you can do to heat it. A lot of people 
refuse to go in it. John Lloyd refuses to go in it now”
Is it cold or is it the atmosphere?
“ It ’s the atmosphere, but it is physically cold too, to 
an unnatural extent. I’ve always known that and it ’s 
been almost my mission tobeat this house. Because I 
really believe this house could eat a person. Con­
sume a person’s life. I have a real fixation for inex­
plicable things like that. In that respect I’m probably 
a real hippie. But I don’t  believe that everything is 
what it appears to be. There are so many things that 
just don’t have explanations.”
Like the creative process.
“Yeah, that remains a mystery to me. I don’t have a 
system. Every time I try  to put myself through it, this 
grey area, I don’t know where it is or how to do it. I 
thought I’d worked out a system, whereby you just 
lock yourself up and get super out of it — but that 
doesn’t  always work either. A couple of weeks after 
I’d written those two songs. Dirty Pool decided to do 
it to me again, 'cos it had worked so well. So I put four 
days aside again, and stocked up, and went through 
the whole thing again to  end up with a complete 
blank. N o th ir^a ta ll. Not a sausage (laughs). It’s still 
a mystery."
THE ROMANTIC
After a brief discussion on literature, in which he 
said that he was attempting to go through the eight 
‘classic collection’ of novels, in the same way as he 
had gone through rock’n’roll and collected Flowers’
dassic covers, I asked Iva if he considered himself a 
romantic.
“Yes, I am in fact, which is generally much to my 
disadvantage. E r . .. I’m an incredible romantic! It ’s a 
disadvantage in a practical, business sense, because 
right now it’s a super uncool thing to be. On the other 
hand... I believe that basically the human animal is 
a romantic creature and that it ’ll never change. 
\Miich I guess is why people write love songa There 
are very few common denominators as far as 
people’s behavior is concerned. Being in love, being 
bom and dying, I guess.”
The three big ones.
“This album is incredible ( “ Icehouse") . .. it just 
reeks with romanticism. Stinks with it. I’m not sure 
whether it ’s going to  be received very well, especially 
by the kinda inner circle of the press. It’s not very 
fashionable. On the other hand it ’s a calculated risk 
because underneath that exterior of fashion there 
remains the classic human being — a romantic 
creature.”
What do you feel the prevailing fashion is at the 
moment then?
“To be super non-commital. People are trying to be 
as non-emotive as possible I hope my songs have got 
a bit of life in them — that they will last. Like our 
covers, which f it  very well in a modern context even 
though they’re all old. There’s something about them 
— something from that grey area — that intrigues 
me because they defy time.”
One of the topics discussed the previous evening 
was heredity and genetics. Iva is of Welsh descent, 
and his father’s family were all singers and won a 
swag orf prizes at Eistedfodds (Welsh music 
festivals) — prizes which when he inherited them at 
the age of 21 were ’a revelation’ to him. And there’s a 
family name on his mother’s side, Lasage, which 
roughly translated from the French, means ‘the wise 
man’.
“ I have this thing about history,”  he says. “ I 
believe certain th irds in human nature never 
change. If one can tap those things then one can 
come up with something that defies fashion and time, 
to a certain extent. That’s something I’ve always 
wanted to do with my songs. I think that by looking 
backwards I’m convinced that it ’s possible to look 
forwards. When it comes down to specific behavior in 
people, that shows up clearly in genetics.
“Take my father’s family for instance. They were all 
singers, sure, but they were all coal miners too. They 
all had creative aspirations but they were resigned to 
thedrugery of working coal, b rir^ ing home the bread. 
I believe there are a certain number of programmed 
elements, a set of pre-ordained responses that I’ve 
inherited. That security thing I’ve got going against 
me. But there are the advantages, too.
“ It ’s not so much the classic image of The Book Of 
Fate, just that there are a finite set of possibilities for 
the human race by way of genetic programming 
which will produce events. I t ’s really interesting 
when you break things down into archetypes, like the 
classic Achilles heel — the tiny flaw that makes the 
perfect person a write-off.
“ If you project that onto a larger level — the 
history of the race — is it pre-ordained that 
something which has perfect potential will destroy 
itself? The evidence does seem to point to that so, 
should one trick oneself into denying that or 
resigning oneself to it?”
What about the element of pure chance in all this?
“ I don’t  think it exists. Behind everything there’s a 
astern, set up to prove a point to itself. It ’s like the 
exploding universe, the big bang theory of creation. If 
everything started from one point, then every event 
is triggered by one rriovement. If you’re in the middle 
of it, it seems like chaos.”  After a long pause I say, 
“ It’s a lo r^ way from ‘Icehouse’ ” , to which Iva 
replies, “ It is, and it isn’t.”  After another pause he 
offers, “ It’s all pretty down.”
“What, the album?”  I ask.
“Yeah. It ’s heavy in that sense.”
When you said before that it was a romantic album, 
the songs are not happy songs, are they? Then again 
a lot of the things that inspire people are deep, dark 
things.
“On'face value they would appear to be like that 
yeah. But there’s another element — the light at the 
end of the tunnel if you like, which filters th ro i^h  all 
of the songs. That could just be me trying to convince 
rnyself so I can get to  the end of my days on the 
planet. Most people might take it on face value — as 
really down stuff. But it ’s using that end of the stick 
to magnify the other end.”
Rowers. “ Icehouse” . I haven’t  heard it, but I’m 
su re I’m going to like it. Put it  dewn to blind faith.
Robertson.
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The Story of Jimi Hendrix 
By Stan Coulter
“ 1 didn’t  mean to take up all your sweet 
time — I'll give it right back to you one of 
these days.”
— Voodoo Chile.
He was my English teacher; he had a 
great mop of fuzzy red hair and was given 
to wearing somewhat gaudy clothes and 
bedecking himself with pounds of chains, 
medallions and amulets.
His first year high school English class gathered he 
was barely tolerated by the more conventional 
members of the staff; even we twelve-year-olds 
could see there was something strange about the 
man. Our suspicions were confirmed when he turned 
up for class one day with a stereo and a record 
covered with naked ladies, plonked on a track he said 
was called “ 1983— A Merman I Should Turn To Be", 
and suggested we should write whatever the music 
made us feel.
One kid (who said he’d had a nooky behind the 
bicycle shed with Cheryl from 30 and claimed he had 
smelt maryjaywana at his best friend’s cousin’s 
brother’s house) said it was Jimi Hendrix, and told 
us our teacher was cool. I wasn’t  quite sure about 
that, but I wrote away anyway, and found myself 
developing a barely concealed liking for this teacher. 
I’d only just bought my very first album, and this stuff 
didn’t appeal as much as “Abbey Road", but I could 
tolerate it. Besides, it was more fun than “ Sun on the 
Stubble". Fuzzy had some strange ideas, but he 
made English fun.
Then came the day when Fuzzy walked into English 
looking like he’d just auditioned for a horror movie 
after havir^ his teeth extracted with a screwdriver 
by Sweeney Todd’s dentist. He sat down at his desk, 
told us to answer the questions on page 27,and 
worked hard not to cry. He must have felt an explan­
ation of this uncharacteristic behavior was called for, 
so he stood upand with a great effort told us that his 
hero had died. He resigned at the end of the term, 
and when I asked about his plans he said he was 
going back to New Zealand to find a cabin in the 
middle of the forest, buy a Strat and a Marshall and ' 
get stoned for a couple of years, until he got over it. 
He’d always wanted to played guitar more than 
teach, anyway. I thought his reaction somewhat 
extreme. Strat? Marshall? Stoned???!! What was the 
man on about? It was years before I really under­
stood.
James Marshall Hendrix was born on 
the 27th of November 1942 in Seattle, 
Washington, the son of a negro father 
and a mother who had equal amounts of 
European and Cherokee Indian blood in 
her veins. He was born to scream and 
wail, born to live the blues, born to beat 
himself senseless against walls of op­
pression, exploitation and misunder­
standing.
His mother was a heavy drinker who was away 
from home more often than not; she died when he 
was ten. His father was a gardener, working for the 
white middle class. Jimi grew up surrounded by 
whites, and went to  the ir white, middle class schools 
until he was encouraged to leave because he had 
been caught holding a white g irl’s hand. He was 
fifteen, and he didn’t  mind — he still had his guitar.
Asa child, Jimi loved going to  church to  listen to 
the tambourines and spirituals of the holy rolling 
Baptists, and loved to hear his uncle and his father 
play the spoons or the comb, but it wasn’t until he 
was eleven that he received his first acoustic guitar. 
(His father thought that this was the best way to
stop his son playing the straw out of every broom in 
the house.) He displayed such amazing ability on the 
& iita r that the money was found for an electric axe 
one year later, and Jimi played himself into the blues 
and R&B, dissecting the styles of the likes of Muddy 
Waters, B.B. King, Howling Wolf, Lightning Hopkins, 
Robert Johnson and Big Boy Crudup. He played in 
his firs t bands shortly after leaving school, doing 
R&B and covers of the popular top 40 hits of the day. 
He spent the rest of his time helping his father with 
the gardening.
After he joined the paratroopers in 1963, he got a 
band to o th e r to do the army bases. This band in­
cluded Billy Cox on bass, and a friendship developed 
which was to see Cox playing with the Experience in 
later days. Jimi’s stint with the airborne division 
terminated when he broke his ankle and injured his 
back on his 26th jump. He was in for less than a year, 
and didn’t really mind leaving as Vietnam was 
looming on the horizon and his freedom-loving 
personality put him at odds with Army discipline.
Blowing his discharge pay on wine, women and 
song Jimi found himself broke, but determined not 
to slink back to Seattle penniless. He hit the streets, 
hanging around the clubs and studios until he got a 
gig with a band called The Flames. This lasted until 
he spent the night with some foxy lady, missed the 
tour bus in the morning and found himself stranded
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in “ some nameless southern town". So he hitched to 
the nearest city and got a job in the backing band on 
a national tour featuring B.B. King and Sam Cooke. 
This took him to Atlanta, Georgia, where he did a 
successful audition for Little Richard. After losing 
this job over a disagreement about money, Hendrix 
found himself in Los Angeles where he played with 
Ike and Tina Turner.
During this period, Hendrix was b ^ in n in g  to feel 
more and more stifled by playing other people’s 
music, and his own writing and individualistic 
creativity was becoming harder and harder to 
contain. He needed room, room to let his ideas 
developand mature, room to improveand perfect his 
already considerable ability as a soloist. W th  this in 
mind he went to New York to form his own band, but 
after a period of jamming the clubs and starving with 
the rats and cockroaches of the tenement slums, he 
accepted a job with the Isley Brothers and can be 
heard on their album “ In The Beginning Together” ;
Late 1%5 found him working with Curtis Knight, 
and saw him sign a recording/management deal 
with Ed Chalpin, a deal Jimi was later to find very 
costly and the source of constant headaches and 
legal battles. Knight claims that Hendrix confided 
that he would be dead in five years, and that he 
(Knight) wrote “ The Ballad of Jim i”  then. However, 
this song was not released until after Jimi died. (An
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interesting story — one that can be examined by 
reading Curtis Knight’s book "J im i".)
The big break came in the middle of 1966, when 
Hendrix received the attention of ex-Animals bass 
player and manager Chas Chandler and Mike Jeffrey. 
Chandler saw the genius in Hendrix, and J e ffry  saw 
dollars. Chandler took the step of offering to  manage 
Hendrix, and persuaded him to go to England, where 
it was felt Hendrix could succeed. Before the year 
was over, Jimi was on his way to England, fame and 
fortune. It would be easier to  break a black man in 
the less racially tense situation in England, and 
besides, England was still rock’s leading light. At this 
stage Chandler had complete control over Jimi’s 
affairs, but Jeffrey remained in the background, 
ready to step in at the firs t opportunity.
It is almost certain that Hendrix would never have 
gotten anywhere had he remained in America — 
black men never did unless they turned Uncle Tom. 
The old blues masters either died in appalling 
poverty or were “ discovered”  after the British blues 
boom and were put on shows before appreciative 
young European audiences. It was hard for the 
younger R&B and Soul players to get but of small 
dubs. In fact, it was damn nigh impossible. The limit 
was larger halls in areas like Harlem. So Jimi had to 
go to  England to gain the acceptance he couldn’t  
earn in America, and although the trip  could be seen
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as the beginning for him, it was also the beginning of 
the end. The trip  and the techniques of his new 
mana^ment made Hendrix a superstar but, para­
doxically, it led to the contradictions and frustrations 
which killed him. But there was no other way it could 
ba
As soon as Jimi reached England, he and Chandler 
set about putting a band together. Hendrix wanted a 
bass player who would be disciplined and steaxJy, 
willing to play s ^  basS lines that Jimi himself would 
work out. He wanted a drummer with a free form 
style, lots of power and the ability to fill the holes that 
occur in the music of a three-piece band. He didn’t  
consider having another instrument in the band — 
he felt this would restrict his own playing and would 
not f it into the arrangements and musical style he 
had in mind There was no doubt that this was to be 
his band.
Noel Redding was a guitar player who was out of 
work and starving. He didn’t  really want to play bass, 
but he took the job when it was offered. Redding’s 
desire to play guitar and his need to have control 
ever what he played caused prdalems before long. 
Having played in other people’s bands for so long 
himself, Hendrix should have realised how hard it 
would be for Redding to submit himself entirely to  
someone else’s musical will. Jimi would have done 
much better to chose a firs t rate bass player and give 
him the freedom to  set his cwn bass lines. Instead, he 
got a th ird rate bass player who was dissatisfied with 
what he was playing, chafing under Jimi’s demands 
that he play exactly what he was told.
To be consistent, Hendrix then employed a third 
rate drummer. Although Mitch Mitchell was a 
promising young drummer, he was nowhere near 
tops in his field. However, he seems to have been 
quite willing to  accept Jim i’s demands to “ play it this 
way” . Although Mitchell and Redding did their job 
creditably and came to be quite a solid rhythm 
section, they were hardly in the class of, for example. 
Ginger Baker and Jack Bruce. However, the Jimi 
Hendrix Experience was formed and rehearsals 
began. After three days, the Experience did their first 
gig at the Paris Olympia, with Jimi playing very long 
solos to cover for the lack of material.
At this time. Chandler’s money began to run out; 
gigs for the Experience were as scarce as hen’s teeth, 
and Chandler had to sell his guitars to support the 
band. It was then that Jeffrey stepped in. He 
provided finances and in return, receive a 50 per 
cent share in Jim i’s management. The band then 
went intothe studioand recorded a song called “ Hey 
Joe’’, which was offered to record companies. It was 
initially turned down by Decca (who also turned 
down The Beatles) but Kit Lambert, manager of The 
VJho (who had seen Hendrix at the request of Pete 
Townshend) prevailed upon Polydor Records to 
accept it. A recording deal was finalised and signed, 
even though Jimi was already signed to Ed Chaipin.
Then, in December 1966, the Experience played a 
ten day Witzkreig of London’s trendy clubs and pubs, 
doing three gigs a day to trendy audiences full of 
such musical luminaries as Townshend, Clapton, 
Jagger, Lennon and McCartney. Townshend and 
Clapton saw every gig in those ten days, apart from 
two towards the end when they couldn’t  get in the 
door! According to Townshend, “ It all happened in 
ten fucking days — towards the end he (Jim i) was 
getting really famous’’. Both Clapton and Townshend 
admit to having mixedfeelings about Hendrix at first. 
They both fe lt threatened and somewhat pissed off 
at the fact that his act incorporated all the best of 
their two very dissimilar styles. Hendrix had all the 
musical virtuosity and technical flash of Clapton, and 
all the aggressive arrogance and visual excitement of 
Townshend. To boot, he was a colourful peacock, a 
sensual, sexual black man, and as such, an intriguing 
novelty. However, jealousy was soon overcome and 
Hendrix became a musician’s musician, receiving 
accolades, acceptance and good publicity from 
England’s powerful rock elite. The legend was born.
+  +  +
“ Hey Joe” entered the British charts 
at number 24 on 1 4 /1 /6 7 . Hendrix 
then toured England on a bill with the 
Walker Brothers, Cat Stevens and Engle- 
bert Humperdink (?!!). His management 
suggested he put something spectacular 
into his stage act (that is, apart from wild 
gyrations, playing the guitar in every 
imaginable position and playing it with
his teeth), so he took to smashing and 
burning his guitar on stage. This left a 
confusion of outraged promoters, con­
cerned hall proprietors, worried insur­
ance men and delighted audiences in his 
wake. It was his tour.
The second single “ Purple Haze” reached number 
three early in  May and a third single ‘The Wind Cries 
Mary" was released. Two weeks later the first album 
“Are You Experienced”  was released and went gold. 
The Experience was touring Germany and Scan­
dinavia when Paul McCartney recommended 
Hendrix to the selection committee of the forth­
coming Monterey Pop Festival 1967. So Hendrix 
returned to America as a British star.
After the firs t gig in America, the problems in the 
E)?)erience becarne apparent. Hendrix was not 
happy with Redding’s playing, and the two had a 
number of stand-up brawls nearly ending in blows. 
Hendrix felt Redding was not sticking to  the set bass 
lines; and Redding felt he was be ir^ restricted too 
much. At this time, Ed Chaipin dug up the contract 
Hendrix had signed over a year and a half before, and 
instituted proceedir^s to  get a share of what looked 
like becoming a very valuable commodity — ‘ Jimi 
Hendrix. More problems arose when black America 
let Jimi know it was unhappy with him having a white 
band, and for pandering to the flower-power acid 
consciousness of the children of white middle class 
America. Black consciousness was rising and the 
brothers felt that Jimi had betrayed them. However, 
after Monterey and the farcical Monkees tour, 
America knew who Jimi Hendrix was. Getting kicked 
off the Monkees’ tour by America’s mothers 
(outraged at his aggressive sexuality and at the 
thought of this black man raping their young 
daughters from the stage) was a great publicity 
stunt organised by the imaginative Chandler.
By the end of 1967, Jimi Hendrix was a world class 
star. He received “ Musician of the Year”  awards 
from both Melody Maker and Disc. 1968 started 
badly when Hendrix was arrested in Sweden on 
January 4 on charges of drunkenness after having 
another brawl with Noel Redding and completely 
smashing his hotel room. Although “ Axis-Bold As 
Love”  was a smash after its release in March and the 
second tour of America was a great success, Hendrix 
was far from happy. Apart from his problems with 
Redding, Chaipin and the black movement, other 
things began to  get him down. He was surrounded by 
parasites: he had no idea where his money was 
going and suspected his management, in the shape 
cf Jeffrey, was ripping him off. His earlier disregard 
of the financial situation was replaced by a constant 
worry about whether he was getting what was due to 
him. The groupie situation was getting out of hand — 
he was having to get roadies to throw them out of his 
bed, where he found them on returning from any 
show. Life was one constant rage, w ith people 
pressing pills, dope, acid and coke on him at every 
opportunity. He was beginning to feel isolated in the 
midst of all this attention.
At this stage, Hendrix began to complain about 
“ pop slavery” . His management was trying to dictate 
what he should play, and what he should wear. He 
was not satisfied with his “ image”  as it had been 
built up by the publicity machine He was particularly 
pissed off w ith his “ wild man of pop”  label and the 
constant need to please audiences by measuring up 
to his earlier, energetic shows. He no longer felt the 
need to smash and burn guitars or roll around the 
stage, but his fans expected it, and management 
pressured him to continue. He said “They keep you 
doing the same thing until you are exhausted. That’s 
why groups break up — they get worn out.”  He 
wanted to branch out into other forms of music, and 
build his own recording studio where he could do 
whatever he wanted. 1968 was a good year for the 
businessmen, but Hendrix was losing his own per­
sonal direction. He felt he was being pushed 
headlongalonga path he didn’t  want to take.
“Smash Hits”  was released in June 1968, followed 
by “ Electric Ladyland”  in August. October saw “ All 
Along The Watchtower”  released as a single. This 
treatment of Dylan’s song is inarguably a classic of 
rock. It was at this stage that Hendrix took over the 
producer’s helm from Chandler, and this led to 
Chandler’s exit. Jeffrey had b ^ u n  to assume more 
and rrx)re control over management and the two 
rarely agreed. Chandler was more sympathetic to 
Jimi’s needs and aspirations than Jeffrey, whose 
overriding consideration in management was how 
much money he would get out of it. After this split, 
the gap b ^ e e n  Hendrix and his management
widened even further. For example, when questioned 
about the controversial cover to “ Electric Ladyland” , 
he said he didn’t  like it a t all, and hadn’t  been con- 
sultedabout it! This illustrated an extraordinary lack 
c# control by the artist over his own product 
' 1969 b e ^n  badly when Jimi was busted in 
Toronto for possession of hash and heroia As it 
turned out, the heroin had been put into his bag by a 
fan as a cure for a stomach ache he had been com­
plaining of. At the trial, Hendrix admitted using 
drugs, but denied he was into heroin at all, and 
repeated this denial many times privately. He was 
found not guilty.
Soon after this. Redding split from the Experience, 
and was replaced by old army friend Billy Cox. Cox 
was not a great bass player, but Hendrix got along 
well w ith him, and he was black. Although Hendrix 
was apparently not very colour conscious, he was 
becoming more and more corcerned by more 
frequent accusations from black power groups that 
he had sold out. He was also worried by the fact that 
his American audience was 90 per cent white. He 
began to gather more black musicians with him, and 
appeared on stage at Woodstock in August 1969 with 
a much more extensive backing band than had been 
usual for him
In December, Jimi tried to reconcile his problems 
in the eyes of the black movement with his own 
personal desires by forming ‘The Band of Gypsies" 
with Billy Cox and Buddy Miles. The firs t show 
together (at the Fillmore) was recorded and 
released as a live album. At this time, Ed Chaipin 
received one million dollars and the rights to the new 
album This solved contractual hassles for America, 
but they still had to be negotiated for the rest of the 
world. The Band of Gypsies’ success was short-lived; 
at their second show, in front of 19,000 people, 
Hendrix walked offstage after the second number, 
saying “Ah, I’m sorry, but we just can’t get it 
together.”  And that was that.
After this disaster, Hendrix was inactive until 
about May 1970, when he got Cox and Mitchell back 
together again. He then did the soundtrack for 
“ Rainbew Bridge”  and completed the recording for 
“Cry of Love” . It has been said that he was sliding 
down the creative helter-skelter at this time, but I 
would b ^  to differ. These are his best two albums by 
a straight mile. If “ Pali Gap”  and “ Earth Blues”  are 
the works of an artist who has lost his spark, then I’m 
a Dutchman. These albums are better produced, 
more controlled and thoughtful, and more consistent 
than any of his earlier works. However, it is true that 
some scenes from “ Rainbow Bridge" show a strange, 
very rambling Hendrix wandering off into garbled 
cosmic utterings, in the “ interview”  segments. This 
film, and the disappointing “ Isle of Wight”  set, 
recorded when he returned to England in August, do 
support the contention that Hendrix was at a very 
tow ebb. Although the “ Isle of Wight" set is in no way a 
disastrous one, it lacks the fire “ In The West” . Clips 
of the festival show a very still Hendrix — no leaping, 
no gyrations— and his comments betvreen songs on 
the album evoke a sense of vague sadness and 
despondency. Just before going into “ Foxy Lady”  he 
says, “ Here are the same old songs — forget about 
it", and proceeds to deliver a very uninspired ren­
dition of his old classic, complete with a very strange, 
tortured and unintelligible first guitar soto.
After finishing all but the final fix of “ Cry Of Love” , 
the Experience undertook a tour of Germany. This 
was cut short on the 14th of September when Billy 
CcK suffered a nervous breakdown. This in itself 
speaks volumes for the pressures surrounding 
Hendrix at this time. Jimi then returned to London, 
where he stayed in a flat with Monika Daneman, a 
lady he had begun to  develop a close relationship 
with. He was due to attend a meeting on the 16th 
with lawyers to try and resolve once and for all his 
legal and financial situation, but he didn’t  show up. 
He went to a flat in Fulham Road, apparently very 
nervous, excited and in an advanced state of intox­
ication. His movements from then are somewhat 
confused, but he was back in Daneman’s flat on the 
night of the 17th. They had a meal and a bottle of 
wine, and Jimi began to write a song called “ The 
Story of Life” . Before going to bed, he took a quantity 
of sleeping pills. This was at 7 am on the morning of 
the 18th. At 10.20 am, Monika left the flat to get 
some cigarettes. When she returned, it was obvious 
there was something wrong with Jimi. She counted 
the sleeping pills; there were nine missing. Jimi 
Hendrix was pronounced dead upon arrival at St. 
Mary Abbot’s Hospital.
At the inquest, the pathologist stated that Hendrix 
had died of the inhalation of vomit due to barbiturate
intoxication. He also stated, “ Hendrix bore no stigma 
of drug addiction — no needle marks.”  The inquest 
recorded an open verdict.
+  +  +
The Jimi Hendrix story — a comedy of 
errors or a tragedy in the tradition of 
King Lear? Hendrix was a child in an 
adult’s world when he went to England. 
He wanted to play his music, and was 
happy to concentrate on that and leave 
the business side to others. He was led 
by the nose, and he never learnt to play 
the white rock business world at its own
game.
He let himself be trapped by his management and 
Ns audiences; management suggested, Hendrix did, 
audiences loved. Audiences demanded more, 
managers saw what audiences liked and bought, and 
Hendrix was ordered by both to produce. This didn’t 
bother him at first — he didn’t  understand it, and he 
accepted it. When he tried (after “ Electric Lady­
land” ) to change the situation, he was largely un­
successful. I feel he was beginning to succeed with 
“Rainbow Bridge”  and “ The Cry of Love", but the 
few times he played thpse songs live, they weren’t  
received as well as his old material. This depressed 
him — he became tentative about playing them, and 
fell back, hurt and confused, to  “ Foxy Lady” and 
“Lover ^ n ” . Had he lived to see the two afore­
mentioned albums released, and then toured. I’m 
sure we would have seen the birth of a new, con­
fident Hendrix. After all, his public hadn’t  had a 
studio album since “ Electric Ladyland” , and needed 
to know and understand that he had changed, and 
for the better. But it was not to be.
That Hendrix was preoccupied with death is 
inarguable. His songs reflect it, and Monika Daneman 
contends that he discussed the possibility of a death 
pact with her in the four days before the 18th of 
September 1970. There are those who say that Jimi 
m ^ e  his exit because he wanted to. A listen to 
“Stone Free”  would support that:
“Everywhere I go, people try to pull me 
down.”
He had to be free, and he must have fe lt ihat things 
had gotten to a stage where there was only one way 
for him to “ ride the breeze” . It is a possibility that he 
committed suicide, and that “The Story of Life”  was 
his note and final message to the world. It is also a 
possibility that his death was a horrendous accident, 
the final misunderstanding. However, speculation 
about his death is a matter for the nit-pickers and it’s 
all polemics. What is important is that his contri­
bution to music be recognised and understood and 
that the lessons of his life and message be sought.
There have been many great guitar players, and 
some of them have been more technically proficient 
than Hendrix; but none has ever been as innovative 
or as expressive. He took the electric guitar and 
pushed the boundaries of its possibilities far beyond 
anything ever dreamed of. His guitar was not an 
instrument, it wras an extension o f himself, the final 
link in the chain of his creative genius. His playing 
could reach into the soul, grab it and inspire it to 
follow and duplicate the emotion expressed. He was 
basically a blues man, but one who knew neither 
rules nor conventions. He knew only sound, and how 
to produce it. He was fiery and exciting, quickening 
the pulse and reaching down to primal levels and 
basic animal reactions. He was loving and tender, 
caressing the emotions to a state of sensual aware­
ness. He has shown what is possible, and one good 
Hendrix solo is worth more to any aspiring young 
guitar player than an album full of anyone else, if only 
to make them realise what feel really means. To 
intellectualise and admire technique is one thing; to 
identify, and feel the nameless, is another. It’s true, 
Hendrix represented a yearning for freedom and new 
meanings by a white, middle class generation of 
stoned kids; it ’s true he was manipulated by 
business; it ’s true that most of his lyrics are fantasy, 
and devoid of real meaning; it ’s probably true that 
he was a weak pawn, an ineffectual twig blown about 
by forces he couldn’t understand. But he makes me 
feel the nameless, he stirs things in me that I would 
like to try to understand and define. And that is in 
finitely precious to me, something that I never want 
to lose. I’d like to  explain it, but I know I never will 
I understand Fuzzy now. I’ve got a Strat and a 
Marshall, and I get stoned a lot. And listen to Hendrix. 
A message of love
HELP.
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XTC/ MAGAZINE/ FLOWERS/ NUVO 
BLOC
Thebarton Town Hall, Adelaide.
Roads do girdle the globe. They came 
play: XTC from Swindon, via Madrid 
^w here they’d been Policing the beat in 
bullrings: Magazine from Manchester via 
sunny California; Flowers from the 
studio where "icehouse” had just had its 
J |^ a l  cube slotted in.
^ ^ If Nuvo Bloc were the last minute Adelaide support. 
'  They played from 7.35 til 8.00. I didn’t see them. 
Never mind. I’ ll see them again because I think 
t h ^ ’re interesting. They’ll be east before Christmas 
so you’ll have your chance too.
Thebarton Town Hall has two tiers, on the ground 
level there are seats two thirds of the way to the 
stage and on the upper level there are comfy chairs 
with a panoramic if distant view of the stage. It is 
arguably the best sort of setup for a ‘concert’ as one 
can dance downstairs or watch the bands in comfort 
from upstairs (one can move from one to the other 
with ease).
Flowers took the stage to a cheer of welcome from 
the smallish crowd and opened with "Fatman” . The 
sound was muddy at first but gradually improved. 
"Walls” , “ Boulevard”  and “ Skin”  followed in rapid 
order with the band slowly coming to grips w ith the 
hall and the crowd. “ Icehouse" had the crowd 
listening. “ Send Somebody”  got feet tapping and 
then “ Sister”  got it all happening. The sound was as 
good as it was going to get, the lights which up til this 
point had been fairly subdued, definitely sparkled 
and the crowd started to react. Into “Can’t  Help 
Myself’ and one dared to hope that it was going to be 
a night to remember. Everything was meshing 
perfectly on stage — the band were stretching the 
song extending it outside its recorded form, the 
crowd were dancing and singing. Ah, the wonders of
a hit record! The cheering and stamping brought the 
band back for an encore — the new single “We Can 
Get Together”  again excellent and I mused that it 
won’t  be too long before Flowers are doing these sort 
of venues as the headline act.
After a pause of about 20 minutes the lights went 
down over the restive, chattering crowd. Over a 
synthesised backing the voice of Howard Devoto, flat 
with a slight Manchester twang spoke what seemed 
to be a short story /  parableabout a man who goes to 
hell. From upstairs, where I was sitting, it was im­
possible to follow what he was saying and it seemed 
to go over the heads of most. The tape finished and 
the band came out and fired immediately into the 
intro to “ Feed The Enemy” , Devoto, a small instinct 
in the gloom, chopping at a guitar. “ A Song From 
Under The Floorboards”  follows arid I decide to go to 
the front where I can see.
The sound at the front is much better -clean and
hard. New boy, Robin Simon seems to be meshing in 
well with the rest of the band, but seems content to 
copy previous guitarist John McGeogh’s lines note 
for note. He fills  the part competently. Keyboardist 
Dave Formula inserts some chunky piano into 
“ . . . Floorboards” , an interestingly traditional sound 
in what isa completely modern approach. The rhythm 
section is in top form immediately — John Doyle’s 
drurm iing so watertight it ’s hardly noticeable, and 
Barry Adamson’s bass strong and fluid.
“ Permafrost” , from “ Secondhand Daylight”  flows. 
And Devoto really projects this one. With his face lit 
from beneath with sickly yellow he intones “ I will 
drug you and fuck yo u /unde r permafrost" with 
intensity and menace. Imagine Greg Webster from 
the Aliens without the silly pose, singing with chilling 
believability. Magazine are real life indeed. Robin 
Simon’s splayed and spiny guitar conjures up the 
Jack the Ripper image perfectly. Three songs in and 
I’m reeling slightly. This is powerful stuff.
And the intensity doesn’t  let up: “The Light Pours 
Out Of Me" sees a strong b ^ m  of white light 
illuminating Howard from behind, very dramatic and 
effective. Devoto speaks to the crowd, introducing 
the five songs that the band have played, very low
key. Then it ’s “ Parade”  and the sound is rich in­
struments spinning off into musical space, returning 
to a different level, Devoto standing to the right of 
the stage, watching his charges cook up a storm, a 
small smile on his lips.
“Thank You” , the old Sly Stone number follows, 
with an incredibly pulsating funk rhythm and kinetic 
percussive breaK Devoto’s voice sounding as if it ’s 
coming from the other side of everywhere. The crowd 
is mesmerised by this balding head with close 
cropped hair and sticky-out ears.
“ Because You’re Frightened”  is taken at a rorting 
pace and then Devoto starts circling the microphone 
as the roar of recognition greets the opening to  “ Shot 
By Both Sides” . “ Gonna worm my way to the heart of 
the crowd” , he sings with an accusing, pointing 
finger. People are on the chairs, swaying rocking It’s 
another magic moment.
An encore is called for. The band oblige with 
“Upside Down”  and “ I Want To Burn Again” . The 
intensity is rising to white hot level. The band leave 
again. And come back, Devoto carrying a saxophone. 
“Twenty Years Ago”  is almost freeform, teetering on 
the edge of inspired chaos but they bring it all back 
together with “ Definite Gaze” . “ So this is real life?" 
You betcha. Magazine were majestic, magnificent. I 
was.drained.
And so, fairly or unfairly, the question was — How 
are XTC going to follow that?
After a refreshment break, the lights went down 
again and the crowd — by this time a respectable 
number, although surprisingly the gig was not full ( it 
can hold 2,000) — started chanting “ )(TC...
X. .T. C ___X. .T. C” . Yu p, the Swindon Town Boot
Boys (Adelaide Branch) were out in force again. Out 
they came, Andy Partridge in a short-sleeved shirt 
and bootlace tie, looking the height of Wiltshire 
elegance and straight into “ Paper & Iron”  from the 
new album. A lot rockier /  poppier than Magazine, 
that much is easy, but )CrC are a lot more than a 
clever-clever pop band. There is real substance 
behind the tricky chord changes. The second song 
was the irrepressible “ Life Begins At The Hop”  with 
Colin Moulding taking the leadmike — in fact.
Moulding & Partridge alternated the singing for 
almost the whole perfortnance as Partridge had a 
touch of laryngitis. Now this is one the boys and girls 
all knew and they jumped and danced and sang along 
.with gusto. A small problem with Partridge’s guitar 
amp during “Self Made Man”  saw a quickly im­
provised dub break while the roadies fixed the 
problem, and then “ Generals and Majors” , the new 
single and the second slice of )(TC pop had the crowd 
singing again. Although Partridge was straining his 
voice a bit things were shaping up well. The rhythm 
section of Terry Chambers and Moulding had locked 
into their staccato groove, Dave Gregory alternating 
between his keyboard box of tricks and guitar was 
rounding things out nicely while centrestage Par­
tridge was chomping at the a ir and chopping at his 
guitar like a manic bull. ^
"Respectable Street”  and “ No Language In Our 
Lungs” , both from “ Black Sea” , followed in quick 
time and then the first real surprise, “ Maicanic 
Dancing”  with a light show of scratched black and 
white film projecting onto a screen behind the stage. 
Very effective and quite startling 
“Towers Of London”  was the last newie, another 
poppy outing dedicated to the memory of the Irish 
navvies who built Victorian London. Then a string of 
golden oldies — “ Reel By Reel” , the excellent “This 
Is Pop” (it sure is), “ When You’re With Me I Have 
Difficulty” , “ Battery Brides”  (a longer, almost 
hypnotic version with the same black and white film 
projected),“ Helicopter”  and tofinish, w ith the a'owd 
going suitably bananas, “ Are You Receiving Me” . 
I f  s a shame Partridge wasn’t  in full possession of his 
voice. I think then 1 wouldn’t have had a slight feeling 
of dissatisfaction about XTC’s performance. I would 
have liked to see them take a few rrwre chances, and 
do a few more songs from the new album. But that's 
a minor quibble. It was the firs t date of the tour and 
I'm iu re  they’ll h it their straps very quickly.
All in all an excellent evening’s entertainment, with 
Rowers providing the melody. Magazine the in­
tensity and XTC the energy. What more could you 
want?
— DONALD ROBERTSON
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XTC
“ BLACK SEA”
(Virgin)
“ Black Sea” has very quickly become 
my favourite XTC album since "White 
Music” . It’s a coherent album, unlike last 
year's "D rum s and W ires”  which 
sparkled in places but also droned in 
others. It could be the fact that nine of 
the eleven tracks are by Andy Partridge, 
whose songs seem to carry a bit more 
weight than Colin Mouldings’, it could be 
that guitarist Dave Gregory has become 
better integrated into the band, it could 
be that XTC have been together long 
enough to channel their distinctive 
jjem ents into a workable mode. It’s 
^^^>bably all of these and a few more 
besides. Whatever the reasons, XTC have 
definitely come up with the goods this 
time.
Most modern pop music is escapist, something to 
A |^ h e  space between people’s ears so that they
t  worry about the fact that we are dying by in­
ches and minutes. Every day we are bombarded by 
triviality, the cheap thrill, the empty promise. "Black 
Sea” is no sugar pill to sweeten the next forty 
hiinutes of your life. There are songs on the album 
about WORK, for Christsake (although after “ Making 
Plans For Nigel" that’s not a complete shock). And 
songs about World War III. Now when did that 
happen? E r . . .don’t  look now, b u t . ..
“ Black Sea”  hits home w ith a very English point of 
view, and that doesn’t  mean a ‘ted  times in the 
city /  I’m so tough cos I’m living on the s tre e t/A re  
you a young soul rebel too?’ stance. No, XTC are no 
dedicated followers of fashion. Instead, and it ’s Andy 
lH l^ ridge  who must take the credit here, as most of 
^ ^ p e n e tra tin g  points are his, they get down to the 
nitty and the gritty. Like, "L iv ir^  Through Another 
Cute” . Opening line: "1% 1  again and we are piggy 
in the middle.”  Hmmm, hmmm. Spot on, mate. 
There’s more. “ It happens every twenty years or 
s ^ Y o u r  watch won’t  be the only thing w ith a 
j l ^ c t i v e  glow.”  It’s all too easy to forget that we all 
W / in  the shadow of the bomb; everyone under 35 
has been living under it all the ir lives. Catchy little 
tune too, backed up w ith an intriguing hollow drum 
sound. And the toast at the end is simple but ef­
fective. Along w ith “ Generals and Majors” , a Colin 
Moulding snappy pop tune (light breezy harmonies 
and Apache-like war whoops, fo r topping) it ’ll 
probably be a smasheroo in the Pentagon and the 
[Kremlin.
Then there’s the two work songs which kick off 
side two (how come no-one w r it«  songs about 
working anymore? Ooops, sorry Redgum). ‘Towers 
(rf London”  is about the irish navvies who built 
Victorian London. It ’s a fairly straightforward song, 
few quirks apart from a delicious flutey trill, courtesy 
of Dave Gregory’s k ^ b o x  of tricks. I don’t  see it 
replacing “ The People’s Flag (is  deepest red)”  but 
it’s a touching and timely reminder tha t buildings are 
built with blood and sweat as well as bricks and 
mortar. “ Paper and Iron”  is about the white collar 
brigade
“Work fo r the right to keep my tie on
Work for the unicorn and lion.”
Substitute kangaroo and emu and you’ll probably 
get his d rift (although it doesn’t  really scan, does 
it?) “ I take my notes and coins every week.”  What 
other reason is there?
Those sor^s are the weightier ones (I do like a bit
to chew on in an album), but it ’s not all nuclear 
warnings and the 9-to-5 drudge. “ Respectable 
Street”  is a mildly scathing poke at suburban 
hypocrisy, the heavily Beatlish “ No Language In Our 
Lungs”  bemoans the human race’s inability to 
communicate (there’sa snippet from Wicker’s World 
in California buried in there, headphone phreaks) 
and “ Burning With Optimism’s Flame”  is, as the title  
suggests, about how we curious creatures always 
look on the bright side. I can’t  detect even a hint of 
cynicism as Partridge sings, “ She says she’s found a 
way to make her own lig h t/A ll you do is smile and 
banish the night.”  One of the many highlights of the 
album is a brief but beautiful understated ^ i t a r  
passage here. )CrC are so busy you can easily miss 
these five second flashes, but keep listening, you’ll 
find a new treasure every time.
Now what have I missed? Oh yes, Sgt. Rock and 
“ Love At First Night” , both strong choruses but 
nothing grand; “ Rocket From A Bottle” , w ith Par­
tridge's voice mixed well back behind a busy 
drum/bass rhythm. A dense track. There’s only one 
real dud on the whole album. “Travels In Nihilon” 
sounds like sub-standard Hawkwind, indulgently 
weird and heavy, nay, TURGID. Should have left it off 
altogether boys.
Still one ted  apple don’t  spoil the whole bunch, 
and a rosier bunch of reflective tunes hasn’t  come 
the way cff these ears for months. I hope )(TC manage 
tostay quietly outside the mainstream maelstrom. In 
their labour lies our delight.
I wonder if next time they come to Australia we’ll 
see a few diving suits in the audience?
— DONALD ROBERTSON
AC/DC
“ BACK IN BLACK'*
(E.M.I.)
This is an album we’ve all been waiting 
for with bated breath. Since Bon Scott’s 
death, people have been asking a lot of 
questions about AC / DC. Will they split 
up? Who can replace Bon? After Bon’s 
replacement was named, it was a case of 
wondering who the hell Brian Johnson 
was. (In case you still don’t know, he 
used to be with a band called Geordie. 
Any wiser?) Now we’ve got the album to 
review and, thank god, there are no 
heart wrenching dedications to Bon Scott. 
The boys have obviously decided to get 
right back to the job. (Commendable.
Musically, this is more of the same for the fans. Still 
full of power rock songs in the key of A. The rhythm 
section is still pounding out the way it always has; 
Malcolm’s still bashing out h isfive chords, and Angus 
is still raving in his brilliant, inimitable way. Brian 
Johnson possesses a very high voice, one obviously 
steeped in the traditions of heavy metal. It has a 
somewhat nasal quality, and he sticks to a very 
limited range. As a result, his singing is rather 
monotonous and tends to  grate after a song or two.
As for the songs, I th ink the boys are beginning to  
run out of ideas and permutations for those five 
chords. I can’t  find anything on this album w ith that 
instantly recognisable power-hook that was so much 
the trademark of AC /  DC. There’s no “ Long Way To 
The Top”  or “ Highway to  Hell” here I think it ’s 
largely the fault of Brian Johnson, to  be honest. He 
just hasn’t got the knack of singing in such a way as 
to impress the song on the brain. He just doesn’t  
deliver convincing hooklines.
The lyrics are the usual bullshit we’ve come to  
expect from secondrate A C /D C  songs. T h ^  have 
risen out of the sexist mire on occasions, but I’m 
afraid th i^  really wallow in it here. “ What Do You Do 
For M ori^, H o n ^? ” , “ Givin’ The Dog A Bone”  and 
“ Let Me Put My Love Into You”  are three of the titles. 
But then again, if the boys’ lyrics haven’t  worried you 
in the past I suppose you’re not goii% to develop a 
critical consciousness all of a suddea
They te ll me th is album was number one firs t week 
in the charts in England. All I can say is that they 
must have had a lot of advance orders. A lo t of those 
people must have been shitted off once they heard 
the album, because it ’s pretty mediocre. I can’t  
recommend a standout track or two, because there 
aren’t  any — they’re all on the same, average, lack­
lustre level. The tend  seems to be merely going 
throLgh the motions on th is album; the power and 
barnstorming aggression that I love about the tend 
isn’t  there; they sound like just another good to  
average heavy metal tend. Let’s hope they find form 
again on the next one, because theyare one hell of a 
powerhouse when they fire.
M A L  AS  A N Y *  ESPRESSO BONGO
MENTAL AS ANYTHING 
“ ESPRESSO BONGO”
(Regular)
It doesn’t  quite hit you, like percolated 
blacker smooth the edges like capuccino, 
but exactly what should one expect from 
“ Espresso/Bongo” — three-bean roast 
on pig-skin? With much dubiousness I 
settle back from the turntable and squint 
at the fine print masquerading as lyrics 
on the marble coffee-table inner sleeve. 
It’s critical-second-album-time!
Yes, there are holes in th is specimen (apart from 
the obvious), but one thing that leaps out from many 
spots is that these bananas could really come up with 
a brain-crunching doozie if they could consummate a 
marriage of the ir sharpest w it and their best noise. 
Reg Momtessa can whip it out as the most gonzoid 
guitar user in circulation and that Mental-sense of 
aunchy thump, pop-corn rhythm w ith  organ-sauce 
and alludingly clumsy lyrics could overtake the 
competition in the Aussie-Culture-Projection Steaks.
Espresso’s main problem is its nigging inconsis­
tency — nuggets and strange artifScts partly buried 
in tacky mush. Excellent guitar production next to 
flat organ (in tro  to “Semi Trailer”  — duff lyrics, too), 
lame vocals and slide-guitar work on “ Missing Plane” 
against the cronchiest drum sound and cute w it of 
"Insect Liberation” (surely the next single!). Maybe 
Cameron Allan (producer-whizz) and the boys 
should spend a b it more time covering a l l . their 
tracks, like, why do a potential gold-mine by halves?
After casting such nastursiums, and many extra 
listens, I quite like a lot of this odd effort. “ Troop 
Movements in the Ukraine” , “ Insect Liberation”  and 
“Harmonic Visions”  paint Reg Mombassa as a crazed 
being w ith a deceptive sense of practical philosophy 
and perception. “ Won’t Let Me Drive” (Greedy 
Smith — equally crazed but less prolific) and “ The 
Girl”  (bassist Peter O’Doherty) are moderately 
interesting views of the social disability of licence- 
lessness and the social “ obliqueness”  of the “ girl in 
my life” . Amongst such poignant urbanities there are 
some moments of downright weirdness, like the 
middle section of “ Live Now Pay Later” .
I think the Bongo Boys have survived this time, you 
know, “stick to  your guns”  and “ come out fighting” , 
but next time I hope things are a little  less tame and 
more completely mental as anything.
— TYRONE FLEX
CYBOTRON
"IMPLOSION”
(Cleopatra)
When I saw Cybotron live at Adelaide 
Uni in 1977, they were a three-piece 
trying to do things the way Tangerine 
Dream did. Apart from a guy who played 
percussion, they only used synthesisers, 
and beginning with vague ideas for effect 
rather than clearcut musical material, 
they spent fortyfive minutes or so impro­
vising their way into one situation after 
another. They didn't really get warmed 
up that day, but they sounded as if they 
might be good once they got over the 
inevitable hurdle of trying to sound 
familiar before they worked on their own 
ideas.
Now they’ve added a saxophonist, and use per­
cussion less as a sort of attendant mood-generator.
and more as a rhythm section. It tightens up their 
sound a great deal. For one thing, the ir rhythmic 
structure is less neurotic and mechanical, and for 
another, they’ve replaced open-ended streams of 
sound with more fully realised melodies.
This album is at lea^  as good as Tangerine Dream. 
It suffers a bit from a tendency to use synthesised 
sounds to dominated their listeners. This is great if 
you can do it, but I doubt that people are taken in any 
longer by weird noises. Synthesisers have been 
around too long. Also, the symphonic effect doesn’t  
improve simple melody lines; it highlights them and 
sometimes makes them look stupid.
For instance, the-title track is a continuous effort to 
create a sense of drama and suspense, similar to the 
space war picture on the cover. Unfortunately the 
separate bits of the piece don’t  flow together, but 
have a choppy, edited sound to them. The con­
sequence is that everything that happens in the 
piece is predictable.
Luckily, this is not true of the album as a whole. 
Sde One is a bit weak, but Side Two achieves and 
sustains a level of interest both rapidly and ef­
ficiently. Its firs t track. Encounter, retains through­
out a sense of mystery, who is encountering whom — 
and believe me, to find such involvement in syn­
thesiser music nowadays is a rare and wonderful 
thing. Black Devil’s Triangle is everything Implosion 
tried to  be. Sequence after sequence, each element 
in the composition combines and builds up, until 
suspense is broken at the end when it all drifts away 
into some nebulpus region from which there is no 
return.
The side and the album finish with the Kraftwerk- 
like We’ll Be Around, which features vocodered 
atmospheric vocals.
It looks as if Cybotron are going to stay with the 
instrumental side of the medium. In three years 
they’ve evolved into a powerful unit. If they choose to  
evolve further, beyond more entertainment, they 
may well deserve a following beyond the small cult 
which they can only attract at the present time.
— SPAN
On Through The Night
DEF LEPPARD
“ ON THROUGH THE NIGHT”
(Vertigo)
It’s here, after much fanfare, fuss and 
full page advertising in the music press. 
The new wave of heavy rock has broken. 
Just when we thought that Zep, Sabbath 
and the like were going to be allowed to 
play themselves into wheelchairs, fade 
away and finally put to rest the genre so 
dear to our hearts, here’s Def Leppard. 
And it is head-banging heavy metal in the 
1970-74 tradition.
These youngsters have studied hard and learnt 
their lessons well. The textbooks are obvious — 
lashings of U.F.O., flashes of Zep and the Masters of 
Reality, w ith a touch of Boston and Styx in the oc­
casional vocal harmony. They have produced a tight, 
well crafted album tha t avoids some of t te  excesses 
of the ir predecessors. The guitar heroics are there, 
but well-controlled and well above self-indulgence— 
not always tasteful, but always well played and 
usually effective. The songs on the set move along 
well as a rule, w ith the big beat being broken only by 
the occasional (obligatory) acoustic intro to  lull the 
listener into a false sense of security before he 
reaches for the bricks once again.
Lyrically, it ’s a banal effort that neither offends nor 
impresses. It ’s mainly “ me and you" s tu ff with 
(again, obligatory) cosmic insights thrown in for 
good measure. Overture, the album’s closing tracK is 
full of such meaningless little  homilies as*
“And a holy man
Does say to me
HELP...
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to always ise blind 
And never to see
It’s not the way he planned i t  oh no.”
Oh no? Oh well. The lyrics are secondary to the 
music on an album of this nature, anyway. Aren’t  
t h ^ ?
This is a debut album that might appeal to 
younger, Kiss-army type listeners, but I doubt that 
the older heavy metal freaks sitting in the suburbs 
spinning Zep IV will give it much credence. It’s all 
been done tefore, and better. Although it ’s not self- 
indulgent and rambling in the way Zep a t their worst 
were, it has none of the flashes of genius that always 
saved Page and Co. in the last analysis. Nor does it 
possess that raw, crude, unremitting energy that 
makes AC /  DC such a great band. Needless to say, 
Def Leppard have learned nothing from rock’s 
process of self-purification through the medium of 
the new w ave/punk "revolution” . If you think this 
album is great, then 1977 never really happened, 
and you’ve been hibernating ever since. If that’s the 
case, you like U.F.O., so of course you like Def Lep­
pard.
Nevertheless, this is an interesting album, and 
does raise the odd question or two with regard to the 
relevance of heavy metal to  the kids of 1980. They’re 
still playing it, so someone must be liking it.
— CYCLOPS
THE MONOCHROME SET 
“ STRANGE BOUTIQUE”
(Dindisc)
Well, The Monochrome Set yet — five 
likely young specimens lounging in their 
very own “ Strange Boutique” . Takes me 
back to the days when a European pop 
influence didn’t necessitate “ Euro-disco” 
and when Kevin Ayers was the unsung 
hero of the almost-expressionless- 
smooth-but-deepish-vocal appreciation 
society.
Some records come as part of a general influence 
while others appear as refreshing breaths without 
being overly derivative or inaccessibly ahead of 
themselves. This curious creature, while having its 
contrived moments, is the best candidate for the 
latter category I’ve heard in ages.
In these times of rock-solid rhythm sections, these 
turkeys have the delightful audacity to slip from one 
snappy beat to another and to delve into the rarified 
drawer labelled "Instrumental” . The whole band 
skitter along (with the divergence of languid vocals) 
insinuating moments of Beatle-ish cum early-Roxy 
guitar clang and an Easybeats sense of song 
structure. The lyrics pull old punches (plus a few 
close shaves), and dance about w ith w itty wordplay 
and tailored flow. Isn’t  quite A C /D C  or the Kiss 
Machine, but then, the Monochrome Set, like the 
Cure, are well aware that they’re simply pursuing 
something other bands in Britain aren’t.
One useful article this silver-grey cover lacks is 
some form of lyric sheet — the faster burblings 
wreak havoc on the aural discernment centres. Apart 
from such an oversight, the album has an endearing 
completeness akin to "Seventeen Seconds”  (the 
Cure), a great achievement for the first time on the 
vinyl treadmill. The grooves open with the theme 
song "The Monochrome Set (I Presume)” , an in­
fectious jungle-rhythm with insect guitar motifs and 
Sinatra-in-a-swamp-box crooning and close w ith the 
title track which finally snakes off into ambience 
using the old "In Every Dream Home A Heartache” 
(Ro)y Music) trick — slow fade-out /  quick re-build 
/  final fade — works too. "The Puerto Rican Fence 
Climber”  and “ The Etcetera Stroll”  are captivating 
instrum entals of the non-repeating variety. 
‘Tomorrow Will Be Too Long”  and " Id  Les Enfants” 
stand out as curly ditties (pseuo-serious), while the 
crazy "Martians Go Home” , “ Love Goes Down The 
Drain”  and “ The Lighter Side of Dating”  poke fingers 
up the noses of A rt School Humourists by parodying 
their own game. Just before the final track you’ll 
encounter an oddity called "Goodbye Joe” . A friend 
walked thru the room while this tra(^ was rolling and 
muttered something about Loud Reed. Substitute 
Kevin Ayers in this observation and you come close- 
heartfelt and stark.
From what I can gather (N.M.E. reviews and such). 
Monochrome Set performances tread a delicate line 
between quirkily charming and hollow pretension, 
but we ail know about Rock Reporters! Vinyl-wise, 
one could take the humour at least two ways, but do 
v/e really want to  think the worst all the time? So 
what if this bunch aren’t  exactly world cult-heroes, 
search out the silver-grey cover and choose for 
yourself.
— TYRONE FLEX
BLACK SABBATH 
“ HEAVEN AND HELL”
(Vertigo)
This is the best Black Sabbath album in 
ages, although purists might suggest that 
it is not Sabbath at all due to the absence 
of Ossie Osbourne. However, his replace­
ment by ex-Rainbow throat man Ronnie 
James Dio has proven to be nothing 
short of a stroke of genius. Dio has im­
pressed his style upon the band with a 
great deal of forcefulness, so much so 
that one keeps checking the cover to 
make sure it is Sabbath and not Black- 
more! This man’s distinctive and power­
ful vocals have given a new drive to the 
ponderous Sabbath, as well as .ensuring 
higher sales because of the band’s close 
affinity in sound to Rainbow.
Dio has thrown himself into w riting "Sabbath” 
lyrics with a vengeance. The titles sum it all up — 
Neon Knights, Lady Evil, Heaven and Hell, Die Young 
and Lonely is the Word being representative. I t ’s all 
we have come to expect — blood, death, thunder, 
lightning and naked, nubile acolytes dancing to  the 
tune of Paranoid. Dio does it all somewhat better 
than Osbourne ever did, having a somewhat better 
command of English and a pinch more subtlety.
Tony lommi produces some golden moments with 
his distinctive guitar playing and his admirable 
ability to weave three guitars together in such a way 
that they present a wall of heavy sound, and yet 
achieve a bitter-sweet, almost plaintive, harmonic 
quality. Martin Birch (ex-Deep Purple sidekick) has 
produced Sabbath in such a way as to retain the 
banging-at-the-temples effect, and yet cut some of 
the long tail off the dinosaur. There are even some 
tasteful effects on these tracks, such as multi- 
tracked vocals hidden well back in the mix, and the 
separation on this album is the best the band has 
ever been able to achieve. Even Bill Ward sounds like 
a good drummer on this record. He’s undoubtedly 
improved his technique, and Birch has given him a 
nice, thick drum sound in the Ian Paice style.
This is a must for anyone who can still s it through 
Masters of Reality and Rainbow Rising at one 
session. If you like Black Sabbath, buy i t  If you are 
sick of v»«itir^ for another Rainbcw album, buy i t  If 
Ossie always put you off in the same way he always 
put me off, you will find the new Sabbath much more 
to your taste And, thanks be to the Great Goat there 
are no ten-minute dirges that threaten to  fall into the 
vortex with each long awaited beat This is good, 
meaty stuff from some old masters who have learnt a 
lot (mainly, one would suspect from Birch and Dio). 
I t ’s a pity they didn’t  do this in ’73, but better late 
than never. Or is it? But relevance and the fact that 
this is 1980 could leave us arguing for quite a 
w h ile ...
— CYCLOPS
KLAATU
“ ENDANGERED SPECIES”
Klaatu are a Canadian band that, 
earlier in their careers, were rumoured 
to be the Beatles incognito. Was bullshit, 
is bullshit. There still remains an aura of 
mystery around the band though. Since 
their first self-titled album was released 
in about 1978 no-one except their record 
company has known who they are. There 
are no known photos or bios of the band 
but for the first time in four albums there 
is a name on the sleeve; producer and 
arranger Christopher Bond.
The firs t two albums, developed on the theme of 
saving earth from total self destruction and second 
especially featured some beautifully constructed 
classically based rock songs that warned of Earth’s 
doom if it continued on its present course and 
paralleled Earth with a planet called Politzaniu which 
suffered an end Klaatu thought we were heading for.
The third album, like their new one, was a complete 
departure from this theme though and was merely a 
wonderfully light collection of highly charged pop 
songs.
“ I Can’t  Help Myself”  opens this album in an in­
viting tone with a strong but controlled bass/drum  
line and some great holes in the music that appear 
when the trebly cym bal/gu itar trim  decides to
disappear for a moment. It’s a wonderfully textured 
song that can’t  manage to bore me even with con­
tinual plays. Soaring emotional © jitars and vocals 
rush out of the mix and make it a delight to  think of 
yesterday’s broken heart. A clear whisper opens 
“ Knee Deep in Love” and changes to a chorus that 
peaks high and clean. Tasteful guitar breaks wander 
coolly behind the verse and in typical Klaatu fashion 
the song feels like silk against the face. Back to a 
scream dream song called "Paranoia”  influenced 
both lyrically and musically by heavy metal — very 
boring and except for the echoed guitar solo, tedious 
to listen to. “ Howl At The Moon”  reminds me of Bob 
Welch’s brand of American cliched radio fodder 
though by a little  fla ir it has been pushed above that 
level of tired crap by some clever arrangements and 
interesting uses of tired instruments.
"Set The World On Fire”  features fine horns, a 
thumping guitar underlay and a groovy bluesy sax 
that all comes through too many damn control 
panels. A tripping bass holds the next song “ Hot Box 
City”  together — its boring vocal chant and clapping 
do all that’s possible to fuck the sound up ( it works). 
“Dog Star” raises the standard a little  though by now 
the tracks are all beginning to sound the same. Their 
distinctive style is becoming a distinctive bore. “ Sell 
Out, Sell Out”  has a nice tune and would make the 
discos a little  more interesting than they already be. 
“All Good Things”  finishes the album on a tired note. 
A Forgetful song about a boring best friend.
Klaatu’s bland — I mean, brand of — cabaret rock 
starts off being pleasant but in this album they’ve 
produced their worst material with only two songs 
being worth dollars. If they don’t  improve they may 
be forced to reveal the ir identities.
— CRAIG PEARCE
“ JIMI HENDRIX”
Box Set of ten albums, one double album, 
one 12” single, one 16-page booklet 
Polydor 2625 038. Released in Australia 
by Poly Gram.
Twelve Hendrix albums for $60— it’s a 
bargain at that price. If you’re a Hendrix 
fan, you’ve probably got most of the 
records in this set, but this box is going to 
be a collector’s item. It’s a limited release 
— only 1,000 in Australia. In ten years’ 
time it could be worth some money if you 
keep it in mint condition.
But on to business. For your sixty dollars, you get 
“Are You Experienced” , “Axis Bold As Love” , 
“Electric Ladyland” , "Band of Gypsies” , "Isle of 
Wight” , "The Cry of Love” , "In The West” , "War 
Heroes” , “ Loose Ends” , “ Midnight Lightning” , 
“Crash Landing” , a 12”  single with "G loria”  on one 
side and “ All Along The Watchtower”  on the other, 
and a well-produced booklet containing a brief story 
on the man, full colour photos and discography. All 
packaged in an impressive black and white box.
Now that you’re thoroughly confused and don’t  
know which end’s up, let’s take it a little slower. First 
things firs t: the albums.
“Are You Experienced”  was recorded in London 
towards the end of 1966 and the beginning of 1967. 
It contains some of the classic Hendrix “ pop”  songs; 
the infectious, beaty songs filled w ith that catchy, 
easily indentifiable guitar work that was vintage Jimi. 
“Foxy Lady” , w ith its jerky, syncopated rhythm and 
suggestive, slightly lewd vocal. “ Manic Depression” 
with its insistent, driving riff and its insistent, slightly 
evil guitar wails that still sound futuristic today. “ Red 
House” , a song that is a classic of the blues, with its 
unique and spell-binding intro. And they’re the first 
three songs on side one. “Can You See Me” , “ Fire” , 
“3rd Stone From The Sun” . .. Need I say more? This 
is the one that started it all. No record collection is 
complete without it; I don’t  care what you’re into. 
This album set a path for the electric guitar that is 
still being followed today by people as diverse as Kiss 
and the Clash.
“Axis — Bold As Love”  was the second album, 
recorded in London and Los Angeles in 1967. It has 
its share of the classics, but it ’s a little  more obscure, 
one that requires a little  more effort. Sink into it, let 
thetectureofthe sounds assail you. "L ittle  Wing” , “ If 
Six Was Nine” , "You’ve Got Me Floating” ; all great, 
all strong image-starters. There’s also a terrible song
on here called "She’s So Fine” , w ritten and sung by 
Noel Redding. A couple of medioae ones from Jimi 
crop up, namely "Spianish Castle Magic” and “ Wait 
Until Tomorrow” . A flawed album, but one that has 
its moments of magic. And a great cover.
“ Electric Ladyland” , the th ird  album and a double, 
was recorded in Los Angeles and New York in 1968. 
Here we see Hendrix really lash out and expand. 
Some of the names on this album are Buddy Miles, 
Stevie Winwood and Al Kooper. The hwo best-known 
songs on this set are "Voodoo Chile”  and "All Along 
The Watchtower” . They justify it by themselves, but 
the whole-thing Is good (apart from a song called 
“ Little Miss Strange” , w ritten and sung by Noel 
Redding) and represents another section in the 
guitar bible
“ Band of Gypsies”  was recorded on New Years 
Eve 1969/1970, and is interesting. A very unusual 
set for Hendrix, in that the textures and the songs 
are unlike any of his other works, perhaps due to the 
influence of Buddy Miles. It’s the most controlled 
Hendrix ever was live, and is reasonably tight 
compared to the other live albums. One for the 
converted, this. “ Machine Gun”  is the one to listen 
to.
"Isle of Wight”  is one for the fanatics. Interesting 
mainly for Hendrix’s comments to the audience, and 
the insight it gives into the way he must have be«i 
feeling at the time. Competent, but an uninspired 
rendition of songs that were, in the main, two to 
three years old when recorded. This was released 
well after Jimi died.
“The Cry of Love”  was the last of the “official” 
releases (vetted by Hendrix) that are in the box. 
This, for my money, is the best album in the box. It 
shows where Hendrix was heading when he died. It is 
ambitious, in its scope, featuring lots of guitar 
overdubs on, most tracks. The songs have more in­
stant appeal than any but the ones on the firs t 
album, and the singing is much better than that on 
any of the other albums. “ Freedom” , “ Angel”  and “ In 
From The Storm”  are probably the best k r x ^ ,  
tracks. Another milestone. (jp
“ In The West”  is the best of the live albums, ai^. 
was recorded at various dates in America, and at the 
Isle of Wight (the latter date producing two unin­
spired filler tracks). “ Johnny B. Goode” is elec­
trifying, “ Red House”  is superb, and this version of 
“ Little Wing”  is timeless. It beats the studio v e r^ p r  
hands down; it is the most moving and complete S  
performance I’ve heard recorded.
The remaining four albums, “ War Heroes” , "Loose 
Ends” , “ Midnight Lightning”  and “ Crash Landing” , 
are all collections of songs put together by record 
companies. They have varying value. "Loose Ends”  is 
for devotees only. Most of it seems to be tapes of 
rehearsals for the last American tour. The other 
three albums are a little  more sophisticated. Hendrix 
doesn’t  play all the guitars on “ Midnight Lightning”  
and “ Crash Landing” , as some of them were added 
after his death. Albums that have their good points, 
but would really only interest converted fans. Both 
have their individual character, “ Midnight Lightning” 
being very blues oriented, with "Crash L a n d is -  
being more diverse. “ War Heroes”  is probably m ^  
up of rejects from the official albums and tapes from 
the jamming archives. Jimi jammed a lot, and he did a 
lot of his jamming in the studio. Some clever splicing 
and some more backing tracks, and hey presto, more 
product. Not that I’m complaining, of course. Just 
explainirg. 0
The single and the booklet are added e x tr f 
“Gloria”  is another one of those things Hendrix is 
tu rn irg  over in his grave about, but it ’s a collector’s 
item. I can’t  have too many copies of "A ll Along The 
Watchtower” . All in all, th is set is a great idea. It’ll 
probably be snapped up by all the fanatics, so you 
new converts w ill have to  beg Poly Gram to release 
some more. And by the way, if anyone is thinking of 
putting this box into a time capsule for future 
generations, do me a favour; buy a copy of “ Rainbow 
Bridge”  and slip that in too. It should have been 
there in the firs t place. One more complaint — what 
happened to the foldout cover to "The Cry of Love” ? 
Only whingeing, but while I’m at it, it ’s a great pity 
that “ Hey Joe” , “The Wind Cries Mary”  and "Purple 
Haze”  don’t  appear in the set. "Smash Hits” could 
have been included instead of “ Loose Ends” , or 
perhaps an E.P. w ith those three songs plus "Gloria” 
or “ All Along The Watchtower”  could have been 
printed. All in all, you’re not getting the definitive 
Hendrix collection, but it ’s a good start.
— STAN COULTER
FISCHER Z
"GOING DEAF FOR A LIVING’’
(E.M.I.)
Oh, this one’s easy!! You see, the poor 
critter was “ a little ’’ out of date back in 
May when I first heard it, so by now it’s 
well and truly a period piece. As such 
(with reservations), there are a few OK 
bits like "Room Service’’ (Kevin Ayers 
would be obscure but accurate) and “ So 
Long” (even got a short spot on Count­
down — the usual trial and likely error), 
but the rest is dross.
F.Z. have attempted to move with the times, but 
still sound like Supertramp with the Police as in­
digestion. The high-pitched horsey vocals that 
permeate this pulp get a trifle  tedious when com­
bined w ith weak lyrics, passable p ly in g  and an 
cverall cabaret attitude.
A good record to give to acquaintances w ith ex­
cessively pedestrian tastd.
—TYRONE FLEX
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DAVE MASON
“ OLD CREST ON A NEW WAVE”
CBS
Don’t be fooled by the title — Mr 
Mason has not tried a Linda Ronstadt. 
Whatever is meant by that title, it does 
not mean that you are going to hear a 
radical departure from the Dave Mason 
we have known so long. This is. an 
example of some tight, well-produced LA. 
rock (with funk and Andrew Gold style 
West Coast thrown Into the pot in liberal 
doses). It won’t require any effort for you 
to listen to this album — it doesn’t bore, 
nor does it demand your attention. It just
W E  MINOR AND THE DISCHORDS 
* y v ie w  Tavern, Sydney.
Dee Minor and The Dischords are 
making a firm challenge for the title of 
^ock-rock kings of Australia — a title 
Absently bestowed upon Jimmy and The 
Boys. With a handful of stage gimmicks — 
including fire bombs, flame throwing, 
fireworks and a pogo stick — Dee Minor 
has built up quite a following in such a 
short time. And with Jimmy and The Boys 
playing well below last year’s standards, 
there Is a very good chance that Dee 
Minor will be the new shock-rock kings 
before the year is out. Dee Minor also 
have youth on their side (the band 
members' ages lie between 18 and 22 
rs).
majority of the ir material is original, but they also 
do fine covers of the Sex Pistols’ P re t^  Vacant and 
God Save The Queen, The Police’s Next To You, two 
classics from the sixties. Boots and Paint It Black and 
a hilarious version of tha t popular children’s TV 
Mjogram, Batman. Dee Minor are now one of the 
popular acts on the Sydney rock and roll cir- 
ou it: they have at least three weekly residencies as 
well as appearances at Chequers and the Bondi Life- 
saver, and many of the ir fans believe they “ shit’ over 
Jimmy and The Boys.
Tonight at the Bayview Tavern —  situated on the 
outskirts of Sydney —  we are treated to three th irty  
minute sets from Dee Minor, due to the non- 
appearance of the support band. To the drone of 
Alice Cooper’s Welcome To My Nightmare, the band 
take to the stage and w ith a flash of two fire  bombs 
launch into Fast Cars. While bass and drums pound 
out a tight, energetic rhythm and the guitarist 
dazzles with a lightning solo. Dee Minor is mingling 
with the audience, pulling faces at them and 
generally acting like a fool.
The opening number sets the pace for the rest of 
the show. All the numbers are quick and lively, fu ll of 
energy and aggression. And with the help of the 
above-mentioned stage props, it is full of fun. The 
highlights of the night were Android, which sees Dee 
Minor running around w ith a m ilk crate over his 
head, Pretty Vacant — Dee dances off stage with the 
punte on th is number, w ith the aid of a pogo stick — 
Batman and Elevator. It is the last mentioned 
number where Dee Minor does his fire breathing 
stunt (a good warm-up for the coming Kiss tour, 
yes?).
After seeing Dee Minor and The Dischords for the 
second time in three days, I feel certain they will 
collect the kings of shock-rock crown well before the 
end of 1980. Their act is original and humourous and 
going by the faces of several members of the older 
generation, a show that will please a large majority of 
people. As for Jimmy and The Boys, they will have to 
do something spectacular if they want to  retain that 
crown.
JO JO ZEP & THE FALCONS 
Elizabeth Rugby Club, Adelaide.
After waiting for so many months, Jo Jo 
Zep and The Falcons finally returned to 
Adelaide. The last time they were here, 
they played at the Tivoli supported by the 
Innocents, they put on a good show. They 
had the crowd worked up and had three 
encores. This time round they were 
appearing at the Elizabeth Rugby Club. 
To start off with the night would have 
turned out a lot better had there been a 
support act. Also if they had a bigger 
crowd.
After waiting for hours Camilleri and The Boys 
were on stage. They went straight into “ Honey 
Dripper”  which featured double sax. It got the 
audience rockin. “All I Want To Do” followed with 
“ Lonely Hearts”  and “ Security”  which Joe Camilleri 
feels he should re-release in ten years’ time. “ Puppet 
On A String”  came next, a track which, it seems, is 
Camilleri’s current favourite.
The Falcons were up to  the ir usual antics. Classic 
Falcon numbers popped up throughout the night — 
“Hit And Run” , “So Young” , “ Shape I’m In” , w ith the 
echo on and Camilleri’s voice used very effectively. 
After what seemed a short time Joe Camilleri was 
saying goodnight; the band had played for an hour 
and ten minutes. It was obvious the band would have 
to come back on stage, not because of the audience’s 
response, just out of habit. They went into a number 
called “ Open Up Your Heart” . Joe was trying to get 
everyone to sing along but it was hopeless.
Jo Jo Zep and the Falcons put on a good shew. 
They were as tigh t and professional as ever. It was 
good to  hear all the ir numbers but somehow it was 
lacking. The audience’s response was great at the 
start of the night but gradually got worse I don’t 
think the night was worth the five bucks charge.
Joe, I wouldn’t  joke about Australian Crawl getting 
bigger in popularity. You might be losing your touch, 
mate!
— TERRY AKRITIDIS
bounces along, with all the notes in the 
right places, and produces a feeling of 
mild wellbeing approaching laziness. It’s 
all well arranged and played, with the 
technical expertise one comes to expect 
from any product out of L.A. or Holly­
wood.
Mason’s guitar playing is pleasant — it  doesn’t 
scream, cry or break into insane laughter — it moans 
quietly or breaks into the occasional g ria  He seems 
to have borrowed a few tricks from Nils Lofgren, 
especially in his upper register work and the tonal 
qualities he achieves, although the sim ilarity does 
not extend to the great use of harmonies and sharp 
attack that make Lofgren so good. Even when he is 
playing high and very fast. Mason is restrained.
This album borrows a lot. You're A Friend of Mine 
could be Hall and Oates’ Gotta be on My Way has
that Gerry Rafferty feel to it. The keyboards, and 
most especially the organ sound, bring back 
memories of Leon Russell’s work w ith Joe Cocker. 
Save Me is a strange track — imagine, if you will, 
Derek and The Dominoes playing fu n lv  rock with 
Michael Jackson singing harmony vocals w ith Dave 
Mason. Confused? Can’t  say I blame you, but there 
you go
This is an album that is hard to categorise. The 
association with funk may be the “ new wave" 
referred to in the title, but that association remains 
on the periphery. It does not dominate, but it ’s 
there The Andrew G o ld /W est Coast hack sound is 
there, but the album manages to avoid dropping into 
crassness — it comes dangerously close a t times, but 
is saved by the bounce of the rfy thm  section. All in 
all,a pleasantalbum. Not one to set the world on fire, 
but one that w ill no doubt find itsadmirers.
— CYCLOPS
THE RIPTIDES 
Macy’s, Melbourne
Really, there’s not much point in 
writing about a Riptides gig. The thing 
that matters is that they are simply the 
best dance band around. The melodies 
are so delicious you just want to dispose 
of your hundreds and thousands sand­
wiches and eat the sound right up. After 
seeing them at the tiny Exford Hotel in 
the city (and turning the place into a 
sweatbox), I couldn’t resist going to 
Macy’s two nights later where they 
turned the place into one big dance floor 
again.
Being a foolish person I stood w ith  beer in one 
hand and pen in the other just prior to  The Riptides’ 
firs t song Some Other Guy. Loudly swearing a t the 
melody which spilt half of my beer, I once again 
res ign ^  myself to  dancing the night away w ith only 
occasional glances at the blonde beside me.
Soon the band’s into Day Has Gone with vocals 
harmonising way over the bass that has oxygen 
intake of the audience on maximum. The light­
headedness of Rules of Love leads into the firs t of 
the ska oriented songs Holiday Time. The organ 
g-inds away during the piece and the band follows in 
an u p /d o w n  beat w ith  a whining guitar ta iling the 
end of the comet. Reset into Baby’s Back followed by 
their Inca gold songTombs of Gold which consists of 
a lonely organ introduction followed by a slew guitar 
thrash over which Mark Callaghan’s voice drones a 
buzzing narration.
Then the single Tomorrow’s Tears comes through 
theair likea whisk through an omelette Dancers are 
torn to  pieces as Dennis Cantwell’s percussion leads 
the band into certified pop /dance material. Riptide 
follows like a lead balloon that draaaags. The Scene 
recovers the standard though, w ith sweeping guitar 
strokes backed by vocal /  harmony tha t scratches my 
face and cracks my frown. Swept Away finishes the
set with a beep-beep organ and a guitar that slows, 
quickens, holds the pace and manipulates the dan­
cing beat by six thin, reverberating wires.
For five minutes the bar swells, voices chatter and 
breath is recovered. Dream time ends w ith No 
Reply's confused mix (but tiger heart dynamics) 
breaking the plastic be^glass silence. Magic Castle 
had a beat that nearly broke my legs. The Box Tops 
should hear their song The Letter being done by 
these boys. Joe Cocker’s version withers away in the 
wings of soul next to this slice of juke box fodder.
Time Of My Ufe utilises the organ like it was a big 
toy. Sound is kickback and movement compulsory. 
Power of Love (Don’t  Underestimate it)  proves that 
the PA means what it says when total sound fills total 
room. Keep It  Up continues in the d isco/ska vein 
the band is angling off on at the moment When ska 
comes up in a Riptides song, it ’s not as though the 
sound says ‘This is a ska song’. It ’s more like an in­
fluence in the delivery of musical patterns. The 
rhythms aren’t  shoved down your th roa t they’ re 
merely made available for recognition.
Burt Bacharach’sHe-e Conies That Lovin’ Feeling 
seems to  be a popular song to cover these days and 
The Riptides have polished this song until it is a 
shining, sharp gem reeking of dance floor wax. 
Everyone is a member of the beat klub as Lonely Old 
Sunday swings d rum s/bass around some chunky 
ska riffs. It’s 1-2-3-4 on the funk emphasis as Eternal 
Flame burns in brightly w ith ska coals adding to the 
heat No time to rest as Shake It  gets thrown to the 
dance hungry crowds. A climaxing set of smashing 
chord sequences ending in the call — ‘Shake It!’ The 
gig finally closes down w ith their f irs t single Sunset 
Strip, a shining piece of gleaming pop constructed 
with the kind of economy Canberra should take 
notice of.
Most bands playing around Australia a t the 
moment seem intent on showing the ir audiences 
what serious and well-versed musicians they are. 
Contrast this w ith  the laughs and antics that go on 
during a Riptides gig and you’ll be pleasantly sur­
prised. Living in Melbourne is okay but it ’d be better 
if the Riptides played the Exford every week and not 
Chequers.
— CRAIG PEARCE
U n c o v e r e d
The Album 
by
JOHN FARNHAM
R D A D lT U N N E R f^ i '
FORTY FIVES FORTY FIVES FORTY FIVE
Some of the singles featured here have 
been available for a while now, but for 
various reasons have only just filtered 
through to this column. On the whole, the 
most interest to be generated from the 
batch of singles I was given to choose 
from comes from the Aussie releases.
Outline, "Cities”  (CBS). When I firs t heard Outline 
perform this at the Civic I thought laughinjgly that 
t h ^  could make a bit of money if they sold it to Mi- 
Sex Fortunately, however, they have got it onto disc 
themselves, and the result is excellent h it single 
potential. Produced by Peter Dawkins, it still reeks a 
little of a Mi-Sex clone on a good day, but overlook it 
this time. Great vocals and the trumpet is a nice 
touch. Play it, somebody.
Meanwhile Mi-Sex themselves have released a new 
single from their album, th is time “ It Only Hurts 
When I’m Laughing”  (CBS). A standout track on the 
album, as a single it's riskier business. Not quite sure 
whether the single-buying populace is ready for the 
change in pace from escapist to  serious and 
reflective. Still, I haven't heard it on the car radio yet.
One I’d be very surprised to  hear on the car radio 
at all is “ Mr Clarinet”  by The Birthday Party (for­
merly Boys Next Door), available through Missing 
Link. Reminds me a bit of Andy Partridge from XTC, 
but probably reminds you of someone totally dif­
ferent Not mass appeal stuff, but thankfully 
someone is putting mass appeal second to creativity. 
B side is entitled “ Happy Birthday” .
In)(s have a lively little  single out on RCA Deluxe 
entitled “Simple Simon” . If you haven't seen or heard 
InXs, you’re missing o u t This is a quite successful 
attempt to capture the vitaHty of the ir live act. 
Tongue-twisting lyrics and surprisingly uncluttered 
sound for a big band. Smashing stuff.
Never before have The Angels been so open to 
criticism of being tr ite  and repetitive as on their 
latest release “ Poor Baby” . This time the formula is 
unleashed for 3 mins 59 secs. An OK, if familiar, 
verse links into a chorus that is dull by any stretch. 
And I thought “ No Secrets”  was wonderful. B side is 
a live version of “ I’m Scared” , which is more like it.
Three-piece band The MarcNng Girls are ap­
parently now defunct, but they have left behind them 
a three-minute wonder entitled “ True Love”  (on the 
Au-go-go label). A little dated now perhaps, and very 
British-sounding but a classic example of what New 
V\^ve was supposed to have been about. A gem.
Also on Au-go-go is “ High School”  by Little Mur­
ders. Acurious record in that apart from the vocalist 
and bass player, the band’s lineup changes for each 
side of the disc, which was recorded on a Teac 4- 
trackl. Praise for the previous Au-go-go release is 
very much repeated in this instance. Good to hear
that things are still kicking in Carlton.
Having just said that I pick up another Au-go-go 
release, this time "Is  There Someone Out There?”  by 
Z-Cars which I don’t  find quite as interesting, quite 
as appealing nor, in fact, quite as good. The worst 
guitar sound on record? Oh well, two out of three 
ain’t bad.
Marit Gillespie deserves a mention for his newie 
"Only Human” (WBE-EMI). Gillespie and Ross 
Hannaford between them provide some superbly 
funky guitar work, but the treatment of backing 
vocals tends to detract father than add to  the song. 
Only other criticism is that at four and a half minutes, 
it’s a trifle  long especially since no th ir^ new hap­
pens after the firs t tw a
didn’t  enjoy La Femme’s record “ I Don’t  Want To 
Go Home” . If you do it ’s available on 7 Records 
through Missing Link (or vice versa).
Jo Jo Zep seems to  have been copping a b it of stick 
around the place for the "Hats Off, Step Lively” 
album. Latest single release from that album is a 
remixed version of “ Puppet On A String” 
(Mushroom). Infectious, melodic, under no threat of 
being labelled ‘under-produced’, this song marks 
time for the Falcons as far as their Australian 
audience is concerned. Maybe success has cheated 
the Falcons, or maybe it ’s just around the corner. 
But they’ve definitely given us better than this.
Still wading through Australian releases, we come 
to two on the Phantom label. “ I Belong To Nobody”
by The Flaming Hands is attractively packaged in 
basic black with a photo of the band on the back and 
a dramatic facial pose by the vocalist, Julie Mostyn, 
on the front. The reason I mention that is because, 
thumbing through new singlesone day, I picked this 
record out, having never heard of the band, as a 
definite must to listen (The power of positive 
packaging?). As soon as I had overcome my expect­
ations and got into the record, I was not disap­
pointed. A medium paced ballad — comparisons to 
the Pretenders are uncalled for, but it does give you 
some idea. Also being indecently unjust, “ Cool In The 
Tube”  b y ^ rfs id e  6 has very little  appeal a t 3 a.m. on 
a freezing cold morning. At least it reminds us that 
summer is just around the corner.
Last, but not to be totally overlooked, is The 
Thought Criminals’ “ Edge Of Time” , on Doublethink. 
Unusual vocal style and lyrics tend to disguise a song 
that is really quite simply structured and accessible. 
Stands up to repetitive playing quite well.
Briefly skipping through the new releases from 
overseas artists:
The Barron Knights’ latest “ We Knew Who Done 
It”  takes the piss out of Dallas and Gary Numan. If 
takingthe piss out of Dallas and Gary Numan is your 
thing, go for it. “ Rock’n’Roll”  is Human League’s 
re\«mp of the Gary G litter of a few years back. Can’t  
quite see the point. “ Suicide is Painless” , or the 
theme from MASH, is available in a vocal version. 
“ Hew Does It Feel To Be Back”  is something of a 
return to  form for Hall and Oates and could see some 
chart action (don’t  they say that every time?). 
“ Freedom of Choice”  is the new one from Devo. 
Given that freedom of choice, I choose not to. You 
have the same freedom. “ Danger”  frorn the 
“Careful”  album shows The Motels in a cautious 
frame of mind. This one is a little  more uptempo than 
“Total Control” . ‘That Driving Beat”  by Red Beans & 
Rice is a piece of good ol’ fashioned soul in case you 
missed it last time around.The B52s are still around 
with “ Private Idaho”  — in fact, the new album's out. 
Never thought they’d last. Stiv Bators’ “ Not That 
Way Any More” (Bomp) sounds like the USA’s 
swerto Nick Lowe. Catchy little  th ing  Also from P  
land of the  dollar comes a band called The Nurses. 
Their 1979 single “ Hearts /  Cardiac Arrest”  is worth 
a listen, if you can lay your hands on an import copy. 
You’re likely to be hearing a good deal from The
Photos. Their album has been charting e x tre m ^ . 
well in England. Now a four-track EP is a v a ila b le ^  
Epic,and includes their hit “ Irene” . Four-piece bai.. 
with female vocalist (another, you say?), the Photos 
play likeable power pop. The chorus from “ Irene” 
sounds like “ Knocking On Heaven’s Door”  in drag. 
On yes, and Bob Dylan has “ Saved” out on 45.
— ADRIAN MILLER
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A D ELA ID E 'S  SECOND­
HAND RECORD STORE.
We buy your unwanted 
records and tapes. See us 
now fo r the best price 
in town.
LARGE STOCK 
OF IN D E P E N D E N T 
SINGLES AVAILAB LE
When in Perth, shop secondhand at ATLAST Records, 2nd Floor, Royal Arcade, 
City.
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OCTOBER:
4th MANLY VALE HOTEL 
5th LIDCOMBE DANCERS 
CLUB
6th SUNDOWNER HOTEL 
7th FAMILY VILLAGE INN
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HOTEL
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